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Dear Members and Readers,

Welcome to this Winter Edition of THE SWISSCHAM CHINA BRIDGE 
MAGAZINE!

I trust everyone had a wonderful year-end celebration over Christmas and 
New Year with friends and family. In turn SwissCham China wishes all of you 
the best for a strong, dynamic and successful "Beijing 2008 Olympic" year.

2007 has been a year marked by growth. SwissCham China is pleased to 
count in its respective executive Beijing & Shanghai teams, newly appointed 
Executive Directors. We believe that these changes will enable our 
Chambers to provide its members with even more focused and enhanced 
services. During this past quarter, SwissCham China published its latest 
edition of the "SwissCham China Membership Directory/Swiss Business Hub 
China Directory". This publication contributes greatly to supporting Sino-
Swiss trade and economic relations.

In addition, all SwissCham China organizations have kept busy with several 
activities during the end of the year, notably Swiss Ball 2007 - A Night with 
the Stars "The 60th Anniversary of the Film Festival Locarno" in Beijing. Just 
a week ago, SwissCham Shanghai invited to a glamorous Chinese New 

was given to Mr. Walter Eglin – my very best congratulations to the winner! 
In Hong Kong, the joint business community luncheon with the HKSAR Chief 
Executive in October as well as the Christmas Luncheon with the Swiss 
Association of Hong Kong in December. Beijing also saw the 5th "Year-end 
Chairmen Dinner", led and organized by SwissCham China, reassembling 
the top leadership of all the foreign chambers of commerce established in 
China.

visit from former Federal Councilor, Mr. Christoph Blocher, in November. 
During his four-day visit, he met former Minister of Public Security, Zhou 
Yongkang, and Deputy Public Security Minister Meng Hongwei. FC Blocher 
and many high-ranking Chinese officials shared ideas about the struggle 
against organized crime and security at big sporting events as well as how 
to improve protection of intellectual property rights, among other things.

2008 will be a busy year for SwissCham China with the advent of the 
exciting upcoming Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. SwissCham China is 
looking forward to supporting and celebrating this important World event, 
and sharing with you the insights. Expect special features highlighting the 
"Swissness" of these Olympiads.

Finally, the National General Assembly (NAGA) will be held this year in 
Shanghai, on March 14.  Wishing everyone a great and prosperous Year of 
the Rat!

Cyrill Eltschinger
CEO, I.T. UNITED
Chairman, SwissCham China 
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Managing International
R&D in China
From the factory of the world to the think tank of the world
By Zheng Han, designated Professor of Haniel Group Chair of Marketing and Entrepreneurship, CDHK, Tongji University.

Since the late 1990s, R&D-
related foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI) has started to
surface in emerging mar-

kets. The continued growth together
with the expansion of international
investment in China, has led to a
rapid increase in international R&D
activities in the world's biggest
transit ion economy. According
to estimations of the Ministry of
Commerce of China, accumulated

R&D investment of Multi National Companies (MNCs') in

China has reached approximately USD 4 billion by June 2004,
while the number of foreign-af liated R&D centers, registered
according to the eligibility criteria in place since 2000, reached
700 by the end of 2004 (UNCTAD, 2005). The expansion of
foreign invested R&D is very likely to keep increasing in future.
A recent survey on the "Globalization of R&D" conducted with
100 senior high-tech executives by the Economist Intelligence
Unit revealed that the 39 percent favoured China as the site for
future overseas R&D investments over the next three years;
the U.S. trailed at 29 percent and India at 28 percent. Given
the novelty of the trend, i.e. fast growing global R&D activities
in an emerging market like China, in-depth research of this
phenomenon is still rare.
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The context
Several development trends in China have accelerated

the expansion of foreign R&D. First, multinationals with
previous experience in running manufacturing operations have
accumulated valuable knowledge and

experiences in dealing with the Chinese environment
and other parties, such as local partners and governmental
authorities. This learning process provides them with more
confidence to further expand their value chain in the country.
Second, new opportunities for business and sustainable
investments have emerged through continuing reform and
structural changes in China's policy and economy. Third, as
the Chinese market has become more open to the world,
and certain industries are less controlled by the government,
competition has been steadily reaching greater levels.

Types and missions
There are mainly three ways for MNCs to implement R&D

activities in China. R&D departments within MNCs' China
investment including joint ventures, carry out the majority of
foreign R&D activities. In general, this kind of R&D activity
relies on the organic growth of MNCs' Chinese investment.
According to the 2002 survey of China Science and Technology
Statistics (2003), 65.9 percent of R&D centres are embedded
in MNCs' subsidiaries in China, while the remainder of the
MNCs' R&D sites are registered as wholly-owned legal entities.
The same study disclosed that the tendency towards wholly-
owned R&D centres is positively related to the technological
sensitiveness of MNCs' business fields, since wholly-owned
R&D centres offer higher protection of knowledge and prevent
unwanted technology transfers. R&D joint ventures appear
more often in industries where the state control remains strong,
e.g., the automobile industry. Nissan, for example, is currently
building a USD 40 million joint R&D lab with Dongfeng Motors
in Guangzhou. General Motor already established the Pan
Asia Technical Automotive Centre (PATAC), a USD 50 million
R&D joint venture with their local partner Shanghai Automotive
Industry Corporation Group (SAIC), in 1997. The third way of
carrying out R&D in China is through cooperation with local
universities and research institutes. However, this kind of R&D
activity usually complements the other two and often serves as
a mean to 'test the water' for future R&D investments.

In general, foreign rms pursue three kinds of missions with
their local R&D sites: rst, foreign R&D units serve as a linkage
between China's specific market demand and know-how and
their parent company's technology; second, these R&D units
are important elements of corporate R&D; third, localized
R&D activities also demonstrate the companies' commitment
towards China's economy. More recently, the missions of
many overseas R&D facilities have shifted from the traditional
supplementing and supporting roles to become critical and
strategic components of MNCs' global R&D networks

Focus on Beijing and Shanghai
The regional distribution of foreign R&D activities reveals

a clear concentration in the two most economically important
cities of China, Beijing and Shanghai. Table 1 reveals the
multiple factors that influence the location decision. In terms
of concentration of MNCs' R&D centres, Beijing and Shanghai

may become the leading cities in the world. Partly due to
established industry structures, American firms tend to go
to Beijing and European firms to Shanghai. Often, existing
investment, especially in manufacturing, decisively in uence the
location decision of R&D sites. While IT, telecommunications
and electronics companies prefer Beijing as an R&D site,
Shanghai attracts more food, pharmaceutical, and engineering
companies (Greatwall, 2002; von Zedtwitz, 2004).

Networking and access to key organisations and individuals
enable access to first-hand information, or even direct or
indirect influence on political decisions regarding regulations
and technology standards valid for the Chinese market as a
whole. Furthermore, the highest concentration of engineering
schools in the country and almost 100 universities make Beijing
the country's unchallengeable academic centre. Consequently,
the availability of highly quali ed R&D staff is secured.

According to UNCTAD (2005), over 140 MNC R&D centres
had been established in Shanghai by the end of 2004, of which
91 are in the Pudong New District. Shanghai is China's main
centre for industry, commerce, and foreign trade, and it is the
most dynamic and complex market in China. As the leading
pacesetter of the Chinese economy, Shanghai traditionally
hosts a large portion of foreign investments' headquarters.
Thus many MNCs' R&D units have chosen Shanghai due to
its proximity to their parent company. In general, the Shanghai
environment is more business driven.

For industries where style or fashion or taste is critical,
Shanghai is the preferred choice for R&D. There are also more
development-oriented centres in Shanghai and surrounding
cities (China Science and Technology Statistics, 2003). It is
worth mentioning that Shanghai is also home to several of the
nation's best schools such as Fudan, Tongji, Jiaotong University
and the China Europe International Business School (CEIBS).

Lack of reliable statistics
Although foreign R&D investments in China grow

continuously, to date there is no speci c Chinese governmental
agency officially in charge of systematically and regularly
tracking international R&D activities in China. This lack of

8
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reliable statistics is a common problem of China's transitional
statistical system, and some local governments therefore collect
their own data. Much available information and many studies
in this area have been provided by academic institutions (e.g.
GLORAD), press agencies (Xinhua News Agency) or consulting
companies (e.g. Great Wall Strategy Consultants).

Performance-oriented motivations
Table 2 illustrates the main motivational factors for foreign

R&D endeavours in China. These identified motivations are
discussed more in detail below.

•
One main reason why many companies are establishing

development bases in China is to locally develop products
specifically for the Chinese market. Selling products without
paying attention to the local market's needs is bound to fail.
Locating R&D activities in China allows MNCs to adapt and
tailor their products and services to the local culture, market
needs and industry regulations.

• Cost advantage
As in many industries, success increasingly relies on the

company's innovativeness. At the same time, more innovation
leads to higher R&D cost, which has in fact grown steadily over
the decades. To run R&D facilities in China similar to those
in the USA would cost only about one tenth of what it would
there. The lower wage structure in China is one reason for this.
However, there has been a rapid cost increase, especially in
salaries, in the top tier cities such as Shanghai and Beijing. This
also helps to explain the trend of more and more MNCs setting
up their R&D centres in large second-tier cities such as Nanjing,
Hangzhou, Shenyang, and Xian.

• Speed
Loca l i zed R&D al lows fo r a shor te r R&D cyc le

time, especially for products that require customer- and
marketspecific accommodations. Speed is one of the most
important competitive advantages in a dynamic market such
as China. For pharmaceutical companies such as Novartis

and Roche, the availability of large patient pools in all therapy
areas, and rapid and uncomplicated patient recruitment for
clinical trials enable pharmaceutical companies to accelerate
their research process.

• Supporting local production processes
Furthermore, local R&D activities can assist manufacturing

operations in improving quality, learning to produce new
offerings, reducing costs, increasing capabilities and new
products' speed of localisation. For example, the packaging
specialist SIG opened an R&D unit in Suzhou in 2003 to
support their manufacturing units.

• Sustained growth of economy and market size
Despite the stagnated world economy, the Chinese national

economy's dynamic growth and its overwhelming market
size have made China one of the most strategically important
markets for MNCs.

• Governmental policy
China has continued to liberalize the approval process

for FDI and a number of preferential policies have been put in
place in order to encourage foreign business, especially MNCs,
to set up local R&D investments. Chinese policy makers believe
that an effective way to bridge the international technology
gap is to intensify the linkage with the international R&D
community. One important means of doing this that the Chinese
government chose, was the establishment of high-tech parks
combined with incentives such as free rent, low tenancy costs,
favourable lease terms, and tax relief

• Peer pressure
Given the increased competition among MNCs in the

Chinese market,
those who do not have foreign R&D centres have come

under increasing pressure to invest in R&D.

•
Amongst the input-oriented motivations for establishing

R&D in China, the huge human resource potential is of great
importance.

• Tapping informal networks and information sources
In China, business success is heavily dependent on

strong informal networks and relationships - the frequently
cited "Guan Xi". The establishment of a local R&D centre
enables a company to build and maintain informal networks
with universities and local scientific communities, which can
help MNCs to establish strategic partnerships and secure high-
quality human resources for the long term.

• Local pockets-of-innovation
High Technology Development Zones or "science parks"

have been designed to lure researchers, entrepreneurs, foreign
R&D centres and venture capitalists from around the world.

As a result, there are a number of start-up rms, foreign-
capital firms and large-scale local firms that are seeking
access to high potentials by building strong relationships with
universities.
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CSSC-HSG
The Center for Sino Swiss Competence (CSSC-HSG) is
an integrated organization of the University of St.Gallen.
The center provides a platform within the framework of the
University to link knowledge related to China. It enables the
different Co-operation Partners at the University of St.Gallen
to exchange ideas and information related to China and to
maintain a constant dialogue. The Swiss Institute of Banking
and Finance (www.sbf.unisg.ch) is one of eight partners of
the CSSC-HSG and sets its main focus on banking, nance,
capital markets and credit risk management. Together with
its partners the CSSC operates as well as service provider
for external customers. www.cssc.unisg.ch

Challenges of managing R&D in China
China is a very attractive location for multinational

companies' R&D units. Despite the aforementioned advantages
and rewards for setting up R&D activities in China, there are
still high managerial barriers that could neutralize the potential
advantages. Table 3

Cooperations with local universities
The successful management of an R&D cooperation

between industry and university could yield mutual bene ts for
both parties. Together with the increasing liberalization of the
economy and the ongoing reform of the Chinese S&T system,
this topic is becoming increasingly relevant in China. Working
closely with local universities and research institutions can be
particularly beneficial for MNCs in many ways. Nonetheless,
contextual and cultural unfamiliarity may steer scarce resources
and managerial attention away from a rm's core strategy. Thus,
international R&D organizations in China need to overcome
uncertainties by making themselves familiar with the context
first, i.e. the Chinese S&T system and policy. Furthermore,
the research has pointed out the following key areas to which
international R&D units in China need to pay more attention,
especially during the cooperation's initial stage.

Which form of cooperation MNCs should adopt depends on
the foreign R&D organizations' underlying motives. Outcome-
focused R&D collaboration could help MNCs to leverage their
competency and become more productive and innovative.
Relationship-oriented cooperations are very helpful for HR
recruitment and networking, which are key determinants for
successful R&D activities in China. For smaller companies,
it will be more effective and cost ef cient to work closely with
individual professors.

Ensuring advantages from the cooperation
Finding the right partner is the cornerstone of a promising

collaboration endeavour. Furthermore, given the inadequate
institutional infrastructure in China's transitional economy,
cultivating close connections with different authorities can
be an effective way of gaining resources and influence for
firms as well. However, MNCs need to pay more attention to

the Intellectual Property ownership regulation before starting
cooperation. IP ownership should always be thoroughly
discussed and contractually agreed on in order to avoid
unpleasant con icts that could harm the good relationship and
waste resources. Usually, each party's input determines their
part of the IP output.

Although participation in national Science & Technology
programs could yield multiple bene ts, it is almost impossible
for foreign parties to be directly involved. Yet, there are several
ways for international R&D organizations to benefit indirectly
from these programs, e.g., through access to the priority
rights of new technology's commercialization, and by taking
advantage of the funded labs through close collaboration. At the
same time, the government also expects inputs, particularly in
the form of the transfer of knowledge from the MNCs.

Outlook
The emergence of foreign R&D activity in China is a

recent phenomenon and has seen rapid growth since China's
WTO accession. Now, most of the big players are already in
place. The next trend will be set by the mid-tech and medium
sized companies. As a non-traditional locus for international
R&D activities, the dynamic Chinese environment, which is
characterized by high uncertainties, remains a huge challenge
for many MNCs in managing their R&D activity. The more
advantages, the higher the risks: this rule of thumb also applies
to localizing R&D activities in China, and the considerable
challenges could outbalance the potential benefits. There are
still many challenges ahead for MNCs' R&D activities in China.
The following strategic issues should have rst priority on their
agenda. First, it is of strategic importance to secure knowledge
generated by the local R&D centres in the long run. Secondly,
in order to achieve a deeper integration into those MNCs' global
R&D networks, it will be critical for them to enhance local units'
R&D productivity and quality towards the international level.
Simultaneously, MNCs need to keep updating their internal
strategy of R&D internationalisation, while taking their medium
and long-term purpose in China as well as the development
progress of their local R&D units into consideration.

For further reading: Han, Z (2008) Managing Foreign Research and 
Development in the People's Republic of China: The new think-tank 
of the world, Chandos Publishing, Oxford, England. Or contact zheng.
han@unisg.ch
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Technology Development on
the Back of the Flying Dragon
ABB's experience in expanding its R&D footprint in China
By Kurt Kaltenegger, Vice President and Director of Corporate Research, ABB China

Why did ABB, a company
well establ ished with
R&D Centers worldwide,
decides to start R&D in

an environment where intellectual
property rights (IPR) protection is
an outstanding problem, where high
skilled engineers are insufficient,
and creativity and innovativeness is
still very superficial? This question
is based on prejudice or wrong
assumption that China is still what

it was decades ago. The reality is quite different, as this article
shall show.

A natural evolutionary process
In the last 10 years, many multinational companies started

R&D activities in China, for the purpose of getting access to
low cost engineering resources, or giving a signal to customers

that they are fully established in the emerging market with all
operational functions from production to product development,
or rather just take advantage of R&D as vehicle for high level
advertisement. In ABB's case, there was no clear starting
chronological point where it started R&D in China. It was
a natural evolutionary process of a company who started
business with China 100 years ago.

To be closer to the customer, to produce in the place that
the products are needed and to have short delivery time, ABB
expanded the production footprint into this strong growing
market as an "early bird". A natural next step was to leverage
the engineering expertise which was built up for sales support,
for production and for localization. Customization and customer
support was done more and more by local engineers speaking
the language of the customers rather than by the engineers
somewhere far away in Europe or US. Technology transfer from
developed countries and their Technology Centers was more
and more supported by engineers in the Joint Ventures (JVs)
and engineering centers in these factories, where the level of
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expertise grew up to a level that engineers could participate
more and more in new product development projects. This
process was supported by the organizational set up of ABB's
R&D, where projects very often are split into well de ned work-
packages for different participants globally in different R&D
Centers.

Technology transfer to China
The critical question of ownership of Technology was

solved by a Technology Company owned by ABB and
registered in Zurich, where this Technology Company invests in
R&D and license out the Technology to all factories worldwide,
and no cross licensing between different companies in different
countries with even more complex JV structures in China
was needed any longer. IP rights and investment priorities
(funding of R&D) is controlled by common process and directly
by Business Unit Technology Managers in case of product
development and by Program Mangers regarding Technology
development and basic research. This setup allows global
participation step by step avoiding any discussion on IP rights
and as soon as a local expertise reaches a certain level,
engineers take part in common projects.

It was more than 5 years ago that the engineering team for
Medium Voltage in Xiamen reached a high level that a part of
the team was, from organization point of view, split away from
the daily support work and the Technology Center for Medium
Voltage (MV) Product development was founded. Chinese
experts are working today on technology transfer from Europe
and US to China, on more complex customization, localization
and even more importantly, they are part of complete new
product developments, running global and local projects
managed from Xiamen Project Managers.

Multi locations approach
ABBs R&D is organized in a way that a special technology

is developed in one or two locations, so called Lead Centers
regarding this Technology, with the world top experts for a
very special Technology and partner Technology Centers
participating in the development projects from the beginning,
following a strict process. This early participation in the
development makes Technology Transfer nearly obsolete, as
the right product for all the target markets are developed right
from the beginning. Local Product Managers play a key role
and channel the information from customers in an effective way
to R&D. By this local participation in the global R&D it has been
possible to design products for the most severe demands and
ratings with best t for the customer requirements from the very
beginning instead of modifying a finished design afterwards,
which was often the case before the Technology Center
was started in China. And with local experts and technology
specialists, ABB is able to actively participate in technical
committees on development of Chinese standards.

Global close interlinked network
At this point, very often the question was raised how many

people are making this product development in China. The
number is not fixed in ABB's case. If an engineer in Beijing
needs a special simulation done, he just calls his colleagues
e.g. in Poland or US and has the calculation the next morning
on his desk. If he wants to have a cross check of his concepts
and ideas he sends the draft to e.g. Dättwil in Switzerland and
if he wants to discuss some new ideas he finds colleagues
as well around the world - a global close interlinked network
of 6000 engineers, where Chinese engineers have full
excess and interlinked in same way like other engineers in
ABBs R&D Centers. Of cause this network is not just a one
way information highway, it works in both directions, where
Chinese Researchers perform investigations, simulations and
consultancy for their colleagues in Europe and US as well.

As China is a key market and a key production country for

16
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ABB it was a logic consequence that after the successful start
of Product development in MV in Xiamen other Technology
Centers started as well, and product development in China is
comparable with product development in other key countries
where ABB is present with global focused factories, where
products are produced for global customer base and where
Product platforms are developed. Total number of bigger
product development centers globally is in range of hundred
locations, where engineering centers are in range of thousand.

Cost advantage is not a decision criteria
The situation with Research Centers is slightly different,

as we balance on one hand the critical mass needed for highly
innovative research and on the other hand to be close to the
key external research partners as Universities, Research
Institutes and key suppliers, resulting in number of less than 10
locations in a global research network and environment of e.g.
a few hundred University institutes as key supplier and partner
of basic research.

That it is an advantage to have local experts as just
described with the Technology Center concept close to key
customer is self evident for channeling information from R&D to
the customer and to channel customer Feedback and market
trends back to the Research community. That in emerging
countries engineering power is less costly than in developed
countries is an advantage on top, but not the decision criteria
for R&D footprint development.

Why R&D in China?
But why did ABB start basic Research in China, as ABB

has had well established Research labs in countries like
Switzerland, Sweden, Germany, Poland etc.? Before answering
this question let's sketch some elements of the research
process in ABB. Technology Platform development as done in
Research Centers has a long term horizon and engineers and

decision makers need a good feeling and facts base for future
customer needs and market trends as well as an excellent
feeling for new and emerging technologies enabling complete
new technical approach and solutions, where the market pull is
the stronger element in Product Development and Technology
Push is the dominant element in Research activities. To be in
frequent contact with important Universities everywhere in the
world is therefore one of the key factors. Chinese Research
Institutes with strong and high level research activities in
Energy Transmission and Distribution Systems became an
important discussion partner in ABB's Technology eld, material
development on e.g. Nano-materials as enabler for new
concepts another example not directly in ABB's field, but as
incubator for new concepts.

Different creativity-process
Creativity is one other ingredient in the innovation process.

The creativity-process is very different in different cultures.
Europeans have their new ideas spontaneous when working
hard on a challenging task, very often outside the work,
unstructured brainstorming supports their creativity. North-
Asian culture looks to be different, the systematic approach is
the more suitable way, where in busy selection and lter work
the best solution is the logic outcome. Where people have
no mental barriers to take ideas from others and modify and
improve on this base, as the not-invented-here syndrome is a
classic barrier in Western countries.

Indian engineers have again a different approach, creativity
is linked to aesthetic and simplicity. ABB's experience with
the self-innovativeness of Chinese Researchers is very
positive if the right process is established, that the outcome
of a brainstorming session can be very poor doesn't say that
they are not creative, as the outcome of a systematic attempt
creates a lling horn of new concepts.

72 hours Innovation-race in Shanghai
Interesting enough, Prof. Mickos from Sweden, Mälardalen

university has planned an experiment in China, the so-called
"72 hours Innovation-race" in the rst half of 2008 in Shanghai
with Chinese engineers to demonstrate that Chinese engineers
are able to be highly creative if treated in right way and that
even the local IP law allows this exercise, which was done twice
in the past in Sweden, where a high number of valuable patents
led in 72 hours are the target.

Asian way is more a polychronic style of work rather than
a monochronic, means that people do many things at once,
change plans on the way, allow free flow of information, blur
the lines between work and leisure, share responsibility with
the group, where western engineers prefer to work with well
de ned job descriptions and want to have clearly de ned areas
of individual responsibility. Chinese engineers respect very
much hierarchical structures, where for western people the gap
between the boss and the subordinate is small.

Room for local way
To leverage all the different strength of different cultures we

expanded the Research footprint to China and India. Therefore
ABB does not try to change and unify the culture of engineers,
we use common tools and some processes are unified, but
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there is room for local way of doing things as well, especially in
the innovation process. And open communication and frequent
cross boarder discussions are the base to use full potential and
synergy of the different cultures. One of the well established
procedures are job rotations of engineers in both directions,
where we have engineers from China for 2-6 months in a
Research lab in Europe or US.

In short, the key success factors in the process look
like a chemical formula: C=C=C, means Communication -
with internal and external Research and Customer Network,
means Customer - to understand customer needs, customer
behavior and to have pilot installations, and it means Culture
- to use synergy and symbiosis effects cross different cultures
worldwide.

Quality of engineers in China
China is partly developed and partly emerging regarding

the level of Research engineers, and this makes the hiring and
selection process more demanding than that in other countries.
On top the competition for talents is a fight for talents, which
takes more effort in China than in other locations. ABB's
experience is that in China the difference between bachelor,
master and especially PhD is huge, as it looks that everybody
tries to reach his personal limits with the level of education,
which means that one who ended his education with a bachelor
is most probably not able from talent point of view to extend
his education to higher level. In many fields of the research
activities (like Energy Transmission Systems) PhD engineers
from Chinese elite Universities are on absolute same level like
other high ranked Universities globally and in some dedicated
elds they are even slightly better.

There is only one point Chinese engineers have very often
to struggle with and that's English - and very often non-Chinese
colleagues just think that the level of Technical expertise is low,
but at the end it's is just a language problem and on level of
mathematical and physical formulas both worlds have same
understanding. Again, the main relevant difference is in the way
of thinking regarding the different cultures and not in the level of
skills, especially of the top scientists who are world class level.

Three research pillars
R&D in China has 2 main elds: the long term Innovation

part in the field of Power Systems and Power Products and
Robotics, where the teams are working on potential disruptive
innovations, and business support area, where ABB targets the
smaller evolutionary development steps, support with high level
technical expertise, like simulations and business technology
evaluation studies or material investigations.

A completely different topic in ABB's Research field is
Robotics, where ABB has even from business side the ABB
Robotics Headquarter in Shanghai. In Robotics, ABB is an early
bird in a country with low labor costs, but even in such low cost
environment Robots started to become a good and cost saving
alternative for mass production, especially on automotive
industry. Here you find the whole spectrum, from production
and sales support to Product Development up to long term
oriented Research, where the Team in Shanghai has very close
cooperation with the R&D Centers in Sweden and Germany, as
well as to local Universities like Harbin Institute of Technology,

Shanghai Jiatong University, Beijing Tsinghua University or
Zhejiang University just to mention some main partners - and
again – in the R&D Centers everybody is specialized on well
dedicated topics of Robot Technology.

A third pillar of Development work done in Chinese
Research center is the Operational Development activity, where
highly experienced Industrial Managers are focused to improve
the value chain and production process with implementation of
state of the art methods and customization of process tools and
methods – with 4 key words in their Agenda: safety – quality -
speed and costs.

Problems and Challenges
Up to now it looks that it is an easy run to catch low

hanging fruits when starting R&D in China, strong double digit
growths everywhere (in all belongings), highly motivated and
ambitious engineers, open minded University partners etc. But
what are the problems and challenges? The biggest issue is the
competition for talents - and not only multinational companies
set their target to get the absolute high level above average
talents from Universities - this second biggest issue is the
Intellectual property issue.

Chinese companies had highest priority and focus in fast
profitable growth, where there is no room for investments in
R&D, and copying products has no negative image in this
culture, which goes back to Confucius, who stated: "By three
methods we may learn wisdom: First, by reflection, which is
noblest; second, by imitation, which is easiest; and third by
experience, which is the bitterest."

There are also some positive examples where we could
execute law firms to stop infringements on the IP rights in
China, where not only one company in the meanwhile had
to close the doors. That IP-right execution was a weak point
a decade ago doesn't say that it's still an issue today, if local
experts are involved it can be controlled – not easy, but it's
not a roadblock any longer for performing high level R&D
and protecting Intellectual Property rights at the same time in
this country. It looks that it can be a profitable investment to
establish R&D in China if managed in the right way.

Sustainable or high risk adventure?
The key question raised from the western colleagues

very often is if we may loose control of Technology Ownership
in future, do we train the future competitors or is there a
sustainable way of symbiosis and fruitful collaboration on a long
term base. Is the ongoing development process so successful
only because the Chinese engineers and customers want to
learn and will close the door when they have feeling there is
nothing to learn any longer? I am back to the question I raised
at the beginning.

There are many examples from the past where people saw
a threat in an upcoming technology or emerging economy, just
to mention the trend towards automation of manufacturing via
robots and automated assembly-lines, or the Indian software
development industry, or US as the high-Tech threat for
European industry. And at the end of the day it was a winning
situation for all – painful was usually that people had to change
something in their daily work and way of thinking, but it was
very helpful and enabled all parties to grow in all dimensions.
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New Path of Innovation
China's low-cost manufacturing advantage shifts
to that of low-cost innovation
By Karen Winton

The world's largest manufacturers used to set up
research and development (R&D) facilities in China
as a kind of government "glad-handing" exercise, with
little investment and low expectations of results. But in

the last 10 years attitudes have changed, and several foreign
companies including Microsoft, GE and Intel have opened
fully-fledged R&D centers in China. Some have even seen
innovations come out of their China labs that they have applied
worldwide. As a result, setting up a low-cost R&D base in China
is increasingly being viewed as a competitive advantage for a
foreign company, and China is becoming a priority location for
R&D centers as its long-held low-cost manufacturing advantage
shifts to that of low-cost innovation.

Innovation is key to R&D development, according to "Think
smart: R&D and innovation in China", a recent survey of 165
senior executives by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU),
half of the 165 survey respondents said that innovation was
considered critical to remaining competitive, and what better
place to innovate than in R&D?

Indeed, innovation has also been highlighted by the
Chinese president Hu Jintao who said in a recent speech in
Beijing that China would embark on a new path of innovation
with Chinese characteristics. Innovation was the core of the
nation's competitiveness, he said, and the strategic motif of its
future science and technological development.

Picture: Lonza
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Milestones for Lonza R&D in China

• March 2004: start recruiting in China and organizing lab
equipment

• 10 May 2004: rst two Chinese employees start at Lonza
R&D Guangzhou

• 8 June 2004: official opening of the R&D Center in
Guangzhou (within the production building)

• 1 June 2006: of cial opening R&D Center in Nansha.

Kick-start the country's research
The corollary of innovation in R&D is protection of

intellectual property rights (IPR) and their enforcement, both of
which are inadequate in China, according to respondents in the
EIU survey. Concern over IPR protection and enforcement was
a major barrier to enhancing or investing in R&D for 35% of the
EIU survey respondents. The Mainland Chinese government
has vowed to boost IPR protection by improving regulations
and punishing violations, but foreign companies remain wary.
An additional difficulty - that of finding qualified local R&D
professionals - was also raised by survey respondents with 31
percent worried that the Chinese educational system lacked
the focus to promote original technology and innovation. As a
result, China's Government has stated that it will train world-
class scientists, and create more chances for young talent to
ourish. In addition, it is encouraging "returnees" to come back

home and kick-start the country's business and research, said
the EIU survey.

Such hurdles, however, don't seem likely to deter spending
on R&D in China, according to the survey. Some 45 percent
of executives surveyed said their R&D investment in China
would increase by up to 15 percent over the next three years,
while 18 percent would increase their R&D investment by more
than 15 percent. The survey also noted that one reason that
multinational companies pour research dollars into China is
because it is a major market for them. China, for example, is
the largest consumer of mobile phones in the world, and the
second-largest market for personal computers after the US.

Moving R&D facilities to China is not just about reducing
the time from R&D to commercialization of technologies
or products but also a vote of confidence in China's future
economic prospects. A survey by the Chinese Government
Ministry of Commerce, for instance, showed that by June
2004, multinational companies had set up more than 600 R&D
centers in China, with expenditure exceeding US$4 billion. The
establishment of these foreign-owned R&D facilities creates
jobs, provides technology upgrades and helps to improve the
innovative capability of the Mainland's engineers.

Strategy and evidence
For multinational companies like Lonza, headquartered in

Switzerland, the emphasis on R&D investment in China has led
to the building and development of new R&D facilities. Lonza
built its new R&D Center in Nansha/Guangzhou in March 2004.
Alongside this center, Lonza also operates production plants in
Guangzhou, Nansha and Liyang, a biopharmaceutical plant in
Singapore and business activities in Japan and India.

According to Lonza's Nansha-based R&D Manager Wei
Zhu the decision to build a new R&D center in Nansha was two-
fold: "Based on the Lonza strategy and with evidence of the
rapid business growth in China, we built the new R&D center
on the back of the signi cance of the emerging market in China
as well as a way to signi cantly enhance Lonza's global R&D
network," he said.

The R&D establishment in Nansha is also a milestone
for Lonza's business development in China. As a result of
its investment, Lonza has already received benefits from the
R&D team by being able to handle more projects and deliver
more value to customers. "This is a good platform for Lonza to

develop further in China and the region," said Wei Zhu.
The R&D Center performs research and development

for intermediates and active ingredients (mainly focused on
small molecules and peptides) for the pharmaceutical and
ne chemical industries. A full range of laboratory experiments

using modern synthetic methods in organic synthesis and
biochemistry are covered. This R&D Center is an extension of
the company's existing research centers in Switzerland, the UK,
Belgium and the US. They complement each other, individual
centers offering speci c capabilities and advantages.

According to Wei Zhu, the business objective of the
Chinese R&D facility is to perform R&D services for internal and
external customers, with especially strong support of the on-site
production and current business. In addition, the Nansha R&D
team is a full partner in the global Lonza R&D organization and
its portfolio management process is aligned with the other sites.
The Nansha R&D Center therefore operates at the same high
and uni ed standards as the entire global R&D network.

Of the 60 team members now working in Lonza's Nansha
R&D Center, 30 percent hold a Doctorate degree and 55
percent a Masters. Wei Zhu said that because of the company's
good reputation and its corporate culture, the employees who
now form the team are not just from China, but also from other
parts of the world.

Lonza is one of the world's leading suppliers to the
pharmaceutical, healthcare and life science industries. Its
products and services span its customers' needs from research
to final product manufacture. The company is a global leader
in the production and support of active pharmaceutical
ingredients both chemically as well as biotechnologically.
Biopharmaceuticals are one of the key growth drivers of the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. Lonza has strong
capabilities in large and small molecules, peptides, amino acids
and niche bio-products, which play an important role in the
development of new medicines and healthcare products. Lonza
is also involved in cell-based research, endotoxin detection and
cell therapy manufacturing, and a provider of value chemical
and biotech ingredients to the nutrition, hygiene, preservation,
agro and personal care markets.

Headquartered in Basel (Switzerland) Lonza operates 26
production and R&D sites around the world and is continually
expanding its scientific and technological base, assigning a
high priority to advanced R&D as well as state-of-the-art plants
and equipment to ensure environmentally safe and quality-
minded production. Since 1995, Lonza has produced in China
niacinamide (Vitamin B3), pyromellitic dianhydride, API (active
pharmaceutical ingredients) and pharmaceutical intermediates.
More recently, Lonza's R&D activities have become an
important part of its business in China.
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Mr. Kleiber, in your function as State
Secretary for Education and Research
of Switzerland (retired in January
2008) you have been a quite frequent
visitor to China. What is specific
about China to you? What fascinates
you the most about China?
At the moment and when I compare
China with other countries – it's the
speed of the development which is
specific and fascinating! And this you
can measure. Each time I visit China the
science is stronger, the higher education
is stronger, there are more resources,
the willingness to cooperate is increasing
as well as the ability in terms of scienti c
capacity. The conclusion for Switzerland
as a small country with world class
science is: China is a place to be!

Where does China stand compared to
other emerging markets like Russia,
Brasil, India?

I have negotiated cooperation agree-
ments in all these places. Russia is
definitly coming back to a high level of
science. China's international image
regarding science and education is
also improving. In a global "battle for
brains" China is at the forefront and the
Chinese government is actively attracting
returnees. Compared to India, China is at
least at the same level.

What are the weaknesses of the
Chinese education system?
I am not familiar with the whole sys-
tem, but I can talk about the higher
education system where I see two main
weaknesses. Firstly, even at this level,
English is still a weakness. If you want
to do research on an international level,
English is the main scientific language.
Progess is needed to be made in this
field! Another weakness is - and this
is my personal view – that the best

universities should be more autonomous.
There has been a lot of progress in the
field of autonomy but they should go
further.

What about the strengths?
De nitely the quality of the students and
the postdocs. They are ambitious, highly
selected, very skilled and they know what
working hard means! They also know
more and more what competition in the
field of technology means. This is their
treasure.

Where can Switzerland learn from
China?
Well, tough question! Maybe the Swiss
should work a little harder (laughing).
No, what China does very well with their
clear "top down" procedure is setting
priorities and spending certain amounts
of money for strategically important and
well selected projects. In Switzerland,

Higher Education Becomes
Stronger and Stronger
Interview with Charles Kleiber, former State
Secretary for Education and Research of Switzerland
Interview, Fabian Gull
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where the cantons (provinces) as political entities
also have their say and have to agree on the
main priorities, this is a very complicated, time
consuming matter. But I clearly want to point out
that only having a top down procedure doesn't
work either! You also need a strong bottom up
procedure which China also has and thus is well
balanced.

Is the technology transfer today between
Switzerland and China just one way?
Absolutely. From Switzerland to China.

Can you give me a short overview on the latest
news and what has been going on in the past in
the eld of university cooperations?
We started three years ago under the leadership
of the ETH Zurich. First you have to choose your
partners. This has been done and we are now
entering the second phase which is from 2008-2011.
The Swiss Parliament decided that during this
period China shall be one of the priority countries to
cooperate with and gave us CHF 8 Mio. In addition
we have the contribution of the Swiss National
Foundation, Technology for Innovation (CTI) plus
resources from universities and advanced education
systems. So overall there are CHF 30-35 Mio.
around for cooperations with China during the
period I mentioned. Something very important for
the Sino-Swiss relations is going to be swissnext
Shanghai which will be inaugurated in August this
year. There will be a staff of around seven people in
order to push cooperations in science, technology
and technology transfer. But also Pro Helvetia will
have its antenna there. Swissnex is going to be the
outposte of Switzerland in Shanghai. ETH will have
a leading role in order to have Swiss companies and
educational institutions on board who want to work
with China.

Globally, where else does a similar institution
like swissnex Shanghai exist?
There is one in Boston, San Francisco, Singapore
and soon in Bangalore. There might be one in
Moscow by 2011.

State Secretariat for Education and Research
The State Secretar iat for Educat ion and
Research (SER) within the Federal Department
of Home Affairs is the federal government's
specialised agency for national and international
matters concerning general and university
education, research and space. The SER has
100 members of staff and controls an annual
budget of around CHF 1.7 billion. The head of the
SER is State Secretary Mauro Dell'Ambrogio. His
predecessor was State Secretary Charles Kleiber
who retired in January 2008.
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Fertile Ground for R&D
Contribution to a sustainable agriculture in China
By Stephan M. Titze, General Manager of Syngenta China

Syngenta 's R&D is bu i l t
on concrete technology
platforms and features a
strong product pipeline. The

company invests around US$ 800
million each year in research and
development. More than 5,000 staff
are currently devoted to this area.
Demand for agricultural produce
is rising strongly to structurally
higher levels. Current yields will
not be able to meet this increasing

demand. Moreover, global stocks have recently declined
sharply. This has driven commodity prices higher and increased
prices encourage higher productivity. Syngenta's dedication to
innovative development has created a broad range of modern
solutions that enable growers to raise yields and quality, thereby
demonstrating the company's strong commitment to delivering
safe and effective solutions that successfully protect both crops
and the environment.

New technology to increase yields in China
China has 7% of the global arable land but has to

feed around 22% of the global population. The arable land
area in China is reducing due to the rapid urbanization and
industrialization and the Chinese Government is promoting the
use of innovative technology to increase yields and meet the
rising food demand. Sustainable agriculture is the key approach
to achieve the right balance of the economic, environment and
social benefits. In the last two decades, Syngenta China has
been working closely with the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture,
universities and provincial agriculture agencies at grass root
level on various sustainable agriculture projects.

Successful projects have been completed for development
of no-tillage or reduced cultivation on wheat, canola and rice
along the Yangtze River especially in Sichuan and southern
China and on corn in the Yellow river delta in North China.
Conservation tillage involves the use of herbicide instead or

combined with reduced soil ploughing. This helps to create a
better soil structure, more organic matters and micro-organism
in soil and better water holding ability. These conservation
agriculture practices provide significant economic, social and
environmental benefits to the rural society and the speed
of adoption by farmers has been rapid with no-tillage areas
reaching an estimated 300 million mu nationwide recently.

High quality protected vegetable production
In partnership with National Agricultural Technology

Extension and Service Center of Chinese MOA and China
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Syngenta in China
Syngenta is a world-leading agribusiness company that
is committed to promoting sustainable agriculture through
the widespread implementation of innovative research and
technology solutions. Employing over 21'000 people in over
90 countries, Syngenta is the world's leading crop protection
company and ranks third in the high-value commercial seeds
market. Syngenta China is the subsidiary of Syngenta AG
Switzerland based in Basel. Syngenta has become one of
the largest foreign investors in the agribusiness sector in
China, with a total investment of around US$ 200 million. At
present Syngenta employs more than 1'000 people in four
wholly-owned enterprises, one joint venture and a number of
representative of ces in China.

National Hybrid Rice Technology Research Center, Syngenta
China successfully launched a modern crop protection project
on super-rice disease, insect and weed control. The planting of
super-rice has become the top priority project by Chinese MOA
and has been extended to 10 provinces to aim at 4 million ha in
2010 nationwide. Super-rice is a conventionally bred high yield
Chinese rice variety. Compared with ordinary rice, it has much
higher yield potential and is more vulnerable to diseases and
insects due to its rich biomass content and large size. Syngenta
China started to develop the innovative solution for disease,
insect and weed control to raise the quality and yield of super-
rice. In the trial field, the new technology helps to increase
the yield by over 30%. Mr. Yuan Rongping, Father of China's
Hybrid Rice, comments, "This project is a very good example of
collaboration between government and industry.

China has the largest vegetable area in the world with
almost 20 million hectares. In the off-season vegetables are
growing in the greenhouses in North China. This protective
vegetable acreage has reached over 2 million ha and without
any heating facilities, these greenhouses need to be well
insulated from the freezing outside to keep the temperature
above 10C. This is ideal for disease development and Syngenta
has been working with local Agriculture Department and
vegetable growers to use modern pesticides with low impact
and reduce sprays to provide safe vegetable for increasingly
discerning Chinese consumers.

Sponsorship and collaborations
The Syngenta Agricultural Research, Education & Rural

Community Development Fund was established together with
the Ministry of Agriculture to sponsor 200 scholarships with 10
key agriculture universities for less well-off but high potential
rural students and help them get a university education. Some
of these students may become Syngenta employees in the
future as part of the campus recruitment program. The fund
also sponsors research projects for conservation agriculture,
rural community services by agriculture students and safe food
production initiatives.

Syngenta China has established several R&D colla-
borations in China. In 2005, Syngenta entered into a
collaboration with Hubei Biopesticide Engineering Research
Center (HBERC) of the Hubei Academy of Agricultural Sciences
based in Wuhan. The aim of the collaboration is to discover
natural chemicals that can be used as starting points for the
development of novel crop protection agents. "Natural products
are a great source of inspiration for the discovery of innovative
new products for crop protection. This evolution of our long-
standing screening alliance underscores our commitment to
build lasting research partnerships in China." says Dr. David
Lawrence, Syngenta Head of Research & Development.

In 2007, Syngenta and Shanghai Institute of Organic
Chemistry (SIOC) entered into a research collaboration to
identify new chemistries that can be further developed for use
as novel crop protection agents. SIOC is a part of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences and is one of China's leading chemistry
research institutes. Dr. Gerardo Ramos, Syngenta Head of
Crop Protection Research & Development says, "The Institute
is well recognized for its expertise in organic chemistry and is
one of the foremost chemistry research institutes in China. The

combination of skills from SIOC and Syngenta will provide great
synergy for the invention of crop protection research products."
"The collaboration with Syngenta is an important step in
extending our research programs beyond China and gives our
Institute access to global agriculture markets through the joint
discovery of new products", says Prof. Lu Long, Deputy Head
at SIOC.

In addition to the new crop protection technology,
biotechnology is playing a more and more critical role in helping
feed the growing demand for food in the world. Syngenta
agreed a research collaboration with the Institute of Genetics
and Developmental Biology (IGDB) in Beijing with the aim of
identifying and developing novel agronomic traits including
drought tolerance for key crops, including corn, soybean,
wheat, sugar beet and sugar cane. IGDB forms part of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing and is one of China's
leading biotechnology research institutes. Dr. David Lawrence
says, "The Institute has profound discovery research in
genetics, developmental biology and agricultural sciences. Its
science base ts very well with Syngenta's commitment to meet
the high demand from farmers both inside and outside of China
for new seed products. Combining our technology platforms
will increase the speed of introduction of new and improved
seed varieties." Dr. Xue Yongbiao, Director at IGDB says,
"The collaboration with Syngenta gives our Institute access to
global agriculture markets through integration of new traits in
the Syngenta seeds portfolio. This is an important step in our
ambition to extend our research programs beyond China."

Long-term commitment
Mr. Stephan Titze says, "Our aim in China is to become the

country's preferred partner among international agribusiness
companies and a leading crop protection and seeds enterprise.
China has a strong tradition and expertise in agriculture
research and many highly trained scientists. This provides
a fertile ground for future R&D collaborations. The Chinese
government is improving the protection of intellectual property
rights step by step, which will further enhance innovation for the
future. Syngenta has a long-term commitment to China and to
become the leading provider of innovative solutions to growers
and contribute to the sustainable agriculture in China, thereby
bene ting millions of local farmers, consumers and partners in
the food chain."
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The East is the Science
El Dorado of the Future
"Consider China as your partner, not just as a competitor", says Patrick
Aebischer, President of EPFL and a strong believer of the importance of
scienti c and academic exchange.
Interview, Fabian Gull

Patrick Aebischer, as the Dean of
EPFL (Federal Technical University
of Lausanne, Switzerland) you must
know of many academic institutions
in China, as well has having cooper-
ations with some of these. What is
your general impression?
I am excited and impressed by what I
see and even more by its potential. You
hear a lot of course, but you have to
come over to really feel the pulse! The
huge advantage of this country is the
human capital which is immense. The
sheer numbers are also impressive. For
example: Every year there are more than

100'000 graduates in engineering form
top universities in China and a third of
all graduates are engineers which is an
extremely high number. China has a lot of
drive in terms of developing businesses
and of course a fantastic market. There
is a thirst for science and technology.
Due to the fact that the Chinese and the
Swiss are very pragmatic, the grounds to
do something are very good (also read
interview with the former Swiss State
Secretary for Research and Education).
And there are more and more world class
scientists...

...educated abroad or in China?
Both! Earlier, a lot of scientists were
doing their PhDs at top US-institutions.
Today, I have been told from official
side, that about a third is coming back
to China wanting to participate in what is
going on here. To give you an example:
I was so impressed to meet a Professor
at Tsinghua University who previously
was a full professor at MIT in Boston -
and after 25 years outside of China -
has decided to come back. So now they
have a full MIT professor at Tsinghua!
Things are changing! And the best part
of it is, by committing such capacities
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for teaching and training students, you
have a multiplyer effect of knowledge
which addit ionally accelerates this
development.

You mentioned the good grounds for
cooperations.
Yes. We have a great in terest to
work with the top Chinese academic
institutions. The purpose of recent visits
to China was also to see with whom
we could probably best collaborate.
We are convinced that technology
transfer of mutual benefit can achieve
a lot. Switzerland has some of the best
academic institutions in the world and we
know from reputation and rankings who
the best in China are. I am convinced that
the future of Switzerland will be going
through science and technology. If we
don't keep our edge there, we will have
problems. This underlines the importance
of doing partnerships, of developing new
products and markets together. In this
global world it is phenomenally important
to promote theses exchanges, not just in
the eld of science.

Are Chinese students at EPFL?
Yes, there are currently about 100
Chinese students and many more who
apply. I receive several CVs every
week. But often I have no way to find
out how good those students are. But
we can fully rely on the selection system
of some univerities like Tsinghua, for
example. Switzerland has a lot to offer in

terms of quality of science, technology
and development. If you look at world
rankings, Switzerland always ranks very
high. The Chinese know that and also
have respect for that. Bringing brains
from all over the world together has
always been a strength of Switzerland.
At EPFL two thirds of the professors
are foreign, including two Chinese
professors, and 70% of our graduates
are foreign. In general, the Chinese are
very interested in our education system
with its high value of basic research,
freedon of research and its openness.

How many EPFL students are cur-
rently in China?
Around ten. The ambition is to sig-
nificantly increase this number. In India
this number is between thirty to forty
students. There is no reason why China
shouldn't catch up. The language barrier
may seem to be a problem but we are
working on it offering language courses
and Asian studies. We want our students
to immerse in the culture. I think it's
also important to send undergraduates
abroad.

What can China learn from Switzerland
in the eld of R&D?
The science and technology organisation
is rather young in China. In Switzerland
we have a good tradition of how to
handle science and promote "bottom
up" pro jects . By mix ing sc ient i f ic
cultures, I am sure we can learn a lot.

Take traditional Chinese medicine as
an example - there are compounds of
natural products around that can be
developed - so we have to find areas
where we are complimentary. If we do
so, it's going to be a win-win situation.

You have been trained as a medical
doctor. No scept ic ism towards
Chinese medicine?
You always have to respect the countries
you are working with - even if the
philosophy is different. The Chinese do
also have very strong western medicine.
And I think you should do things here
that you cannot do elsewhere!

Are Chinese students more eager than
Swiss students?
I cannot give a general answer to this
question. I am not familiar with the
average level of ambition in China
because we only select the best. Those
who make it to EPFL and other top
universities are all very ambitious. On
a level of nationality I don't see any
differences.

Where does China internationally rank
in R&D?
In terms of number of publications for
example they are number four in the
world. But two thirds of these things are
still written in Chinese so they are not
really accessible. But what is important
is the trend. Also the number of Chinese
publications in top journals like "Nature"
or "Science" is increasing.

If you count it down to a per capita
level Switzerland is number one in the
world – ahead of the US. In the past the
West, mostly the US, has been the "El
Dorado" of science and technology. But
the future El Dorado is the East! Besides,
talking about Asia – you shouldn't forget
Japan!

How long will it take till China be-
comes a serious competitor in the

eld of science?
In some areas China already is. Think
of Lenovo for example. In the field of
pharmaceutical research it's going to
take much longer since this is such a
complex eld. But don't look at China just
as a competitor – it can also be a partner!
If you see what Novartis and Roche are
doing here – in the end this is also good
for Switzerland.
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China Driving the Future
Roche is speeding up its expansion in China to build a world-class
pharmaceutical innovation platform
By Kenn Zhang, Senior Marketing Communications Of cer, Roche Pharmaceuticals

With the inauguration of PDCC (Pharma Development
Center in China) in Shanghai in October 2007 Roche
has become the rst multinational company to bring
an entire range of facilities of pharmaceutical clinical

development to China. It was also in Shanghai that Roche set
up an international center of global chemical research three
years ago. All these indicate that China, the oriental pearl
with its great potential, has been turning into an increasingly
important source for Roche's global development strategy,
which may help both market expansion and drug innovation.
Roche in China is stably building itself into a drug research
platform and innovation base in Asia, which has begun to take
shape.

"We have long been dedicated to research, development,
manufacturing and delivering of innovative healthcare solutions.
Now we have become one of the leaders in the fields of
oncology and virology, as well as organ transplantation, said
Franz B. Humer, Roche's Chairman and CEO in a recent talk
in Shanghai, "Drug development has been the key force for our

success, and Roche China will become a stronger engine to
sustain Roche global growth. "

Size matters
Why China? And why now? Studies show that China will

become one of the world's top ve pharmaceutical markets by
2010 and that it will develop into the world's largest by the mid
of the century. This is undoubtedly attracting the multinational
giants of pharmacy to expand their investment in this country.
Obviously, Roche has taken a lead. To emphasize the feasibility
of a drug research and development platform in China, Humer
said, "The feasibility of research and development investment
needs to take such factors into account as sufficient human
resources reserve, sound supervision systems and an open
scientific research environment. We decided to set up a full
functioning pharmaceutical development center in China
because it has a good investment environment. In a long term,
as we believe, China will grow into a critical source of science
and technology. "
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Over the growth for years, China's pharmaceutical research
environment and capacity has been increasingly improved to
a large extent. Now it has met several requirements necessary
for establishing a drug research and development center:
1. The state government values pharmaceutical research and

development.
2. Great achievement has been seen in the protection of

intellectual property rights
3. The infrastructure for pharmaceutical development has

basically been well improved.
4. The national pharmaceutical industry mode appears practical

and scienti c.
5. The country boasts a large number of competent

professionals. In the recent years, the emerging of many
locally-educated talents and the influx of overseas-trained
excellent persons have reinforced China's strength in this
area.

Entire value chain
Today, Roche has completed a whole pharmaceutical value

chain in China covering research, development, manufacturing
and marketing. Among others, PDCC and the R&D center
are Roche's two critical institutes for drug innovation in China
bearing different missions. Talking about their functions,
Andreas Tschirky, General Manager of Roche Research and
Development China Center (RRDCC) said, "RRDCC has
addressed itself to the discovery and optimization of lead
compounds in medical chemicals. Dedicated to the medical

chemistry, it has been cooperating with Roche's other four
centers in Basel (Switzerland), Nutley (USA), Palo Alto (USA)
and Penzberg (Germany) in developing quality innovative
clinical drug candidates for China and the global market as a
whole. Mentioning the new PDCC, Rae Yuan who spent years
learning overseas before coming back to China, said, "PDCC's
purpose is to develop new drugs in China. The center will be
able to handle the whole process of clinical development from
program proposal to implementation, to analysis and report, to
ensure all programs best apply to the Chinese patients and the
national conditions. Clinical drug development is a process
in which scientific assumptions are transferred into feasible
treatments. Therefore, during the process, the focus is to
strictly verify the clinical safety and ef ciency of molecules, so
as to ensure good performance drugs for patients. To develop
new molecules into marketing products, there should be a
precise process which covers early stage study and initiation in
innovation, and efficient after-stage clinical development, and
nally successful product registration.

Research cooperation
In addition to developing its own innovation capacity

in China, Roche has been actively seeking opportunities to
cooperate with the Chinese companies, hospitals and research
institutes to jointly contribute to pharmaceutical research.
For example, in recent years, Roche Shanghai has funded
the research of genetic diseases in cooperation with China's
prominent institutes such as Chinese National Human Genome
Center at Shanghai and Chinese National Human Genome
Center at Beijing, which has made positive progress. Besides,
Roche has invested over RMB 10 million to sponsor China's
clinical centers of tumor and hepatitis to join the international
multi-center clinical research.

As a healthcare company, Roche pays great attention to
research and development, which has become its resolute
tradition over the past 100 years. Roche has a number of
research and development sites and labs in US and Europe,
boasting superior breakthroughs and technologies such as
genetic symptoms, genomes and histone. Every year, it invests
billions of US dollars on new drugs development. In 2006,
Roche Group's investment on research is predicted to hit 6.6
billion Swiss francs, accounting for 15.7% of the total annual
sales.

Roche entered China as early as 1926. It set up a branch in
Hong Kong in 1961 and returned to China's mainland market in
1984, and established its rst joint venture in China –Shanghai
Roche Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. in 1994 with a total investment
of US $45 million, which has been enjoying a booming growth.
At the end of 2004, Roche's Pharmaceutical R&D Center China
was set up at Zhangjiang High-tech Industrial Park, Shanghai,
which once again proved its consistent commitment to the
Chinese patients. On October 29th, 2007, PDCC was of cially
opened.

PDCC is the rst-ever all-functional clinical drug research
center in China and Asia as a whole (except Japan). Located in
Shanghai, the center is equipped with all capacities needed for
clinical development. With over 90 employees, it will focus on
the drug innovating with the Chinese researchers, experts and
professionals to bene t the tens of millions of Chinese patients.
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Countless and Extra-
ordinaryAchievements
The President of SwissCham Shanghai, Mr. Christian Gürtler,
about the rst "CEO/Entrepreneur of the Year" award
Interview, Fabian Gull

Christian Guertler, for the first time,
SwissCham Shanghai awarded the
price of the "Swiss CEO/Entrepreneur
of the year 2007". How did the idea
evolve and who stands behind this
award?
The Board of SwissCham Shanghai was
thinking for some time about the idea to
give a voice to the Top Managers and
Entrepreneurs in Shanghai who are
delivering countless and extraordinary
achievements in a very competitive
business environment. By recognizing
these achievements, we make the public
in both China and Switzerland aware
what remarkable persons are creating
value for our economies. And of course,
it is all about fun too!
We were aware that only a broad based
initiative would be ultimately successful
and sustainable. Therefore, we are very
happy that the Consulate General of
Switzerland in Shanghai, Swiss Club
Shanghai and some major sponsors,
especially our title sponsor Bank Sarasin,
support this project and agreed to be
associated with it. But only through the

generous cooperation of Egon Zehnder
International, we are actually in a position
to guarantee a serious selection process.

Who was eligible?
All f i rst l ine managers (Chairman,
President, CEO, MD, GM etc.) and
entrepreneurs/owners of Swiss invested
companies as well as Swiss Nationals,
which are holding such a position in a
non-Swiss invested company, are eligible.
Everybody could nominate any eligible
candidate. We were a bit worried that
we would not get enough nominations:
Firstly, the idea is new to the business
community and was announced on
a rather short notice. Secondly it is a
bit in our nature to hesitate and not to
reveal our achievements to the public.
Finally, we were relieved to see that the
business community took it for what it
is: a friendly and fun competition among
good colleagues.

Who appointed the winner?
The SwissCham Shanghai Board of
Directors decided at the beginning to set

up an independent jury. We are fortunate
that very honorable and senior members
of our community agreed to become
a member: The Consul General of
Switzerland Mr. William Frei, Mr. Walter
Hungerbühler, Partner of Egon Zehnder
International and as Chair Mr. William
Keller, Keller Consulting. I was delegated
by the Board to represent SwissCham
Shanghai.

What were the criteria?
I t would be too much to elaborate
here on the detailed process, but the
following were the core criteria: ability
to think strategically with a time horizon
over f ive years, result orientat ion,
change leadership, build organizational
capab i l i t i es and en t rep reneu r i a l
orientation. All nominees were screened
along these criteria and were selected
for a personal interview with our expert
jury member from Egon Zehnder. Based
on the interview reports and additional
available information the jury then
decided on the winner.

Will there be a CEO/Entrepreneur of
the Year Award 2008?
Definitely! We are talking already with
potential sponsors and have ideas how
to broaden the participation. The great
success of the first award ceremony
evening encourages us to plan already
for the next year. Please allow me to
make a nal remark: I would like to thank
our Executive Director Liv Minder and
her team Laura Chassot, Pauline Bo and
Cyrill Fehr for their outstanding work. We
could not have done without them!
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Desire, Devotion and
Determination
Walter T. Eglin of PrimeAlloy is the SwissCham
Shanghai Entrepreneur of the Year 2007
Interview, Fabian Gull

13

Walter T. Eglin is as full of humility as
he is full of energy and ideas – a self
made man and a true entrepreneur.
Mechanically very skilled and "street
smart", as he says, he successfully
made his way up in the Far East over
decades and reached a world market
share of astonishing 50% as a pen ball
manufacturer. He sold his properties
in China and now lives in a hotel in
Shanghai. "It can't hurt to change
your lifestyle from time to time", says
Mr. Eglin. During our meeting he
takes out interesting inventions or
prototypes out of his old leather bag.
And he tells me about a painting in
his office that he particularly likes: It
shows a hungry stork having a frog
in this mouth – half in, half out. The
struggling frog is still alive but rmly
holding the stork's neck. The frog's
behaviour symbolizes a characteristic
of Walter Eglin: Try hard and never
give up!

CEO Interview

Mr. Walter T. Eglin
CEO of PrimeAlloy

th
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Congratulations Walter Eglin, for being
our first winner of the SwissCham
Shanghai CEO/Entrepreneur of the
year award!
Thank you very much. This award really
means a lot to me. You know, I am
turning 70 this year, the end of my life is
coming closer, and to be awarded for my
lifework is a real highlight of my life! I am
deeply honoured and touched.

Please tell me something about your
professional life.
Well, my core business is manufacturing
pen balls. I came to China in 1997. I have
been in the writing instrument industry for
many years, since 1959 to be precise,

and I am familiar with all processes like
manufacturing machinery, manufacturing
plastic injection molds or the assembling
of the complete pens. I did everything on
my own in the eld of pen manufacturing
expect for one thing - the pen balls.
Then, in 1997 I had the choice of going
together and bring in my know-how to
a Chinese pen ball manufacturer or to
start on my own. I decided to do it on my
own and started from zero. Since the raw
material for pen balls, wolfram carbide,
is mostly coming from China, I decided
to set up the company here. I had a cost
advantage of about 60% compared to
producers in Europe. And despite we
sold 30% cheaper than the European
manufacturers we still had huge profits.
At that time pen balls used to be sold at

6-7 USD per thousand pieces. According
to my calculation the manufacturing in
China cost me less than half a dollar per
thousand balls! So I knew how much
money these guys make. We refine the
raw material ourselves and use many
self constructed and special machines to
manufacture the pen balls. You can't buy
these machines anywhere in the world.
Thus, every new competitor entering
the market has to start without these
machines. This gave us a competitive
advantage.

How dif cult was it at the beginning?
It was definitely not easy. Setting up a
company in China is quite an experience.

First, I went to these consulting and law
firms seeking for assistance. But they
all wanted so much money, I am talking
about 50'000 USD to form a company.
Since I had time I went through all the
registration procedure to establish
PrimeAlloy by myself with the help of
a young taxi driver who is still working
for me and it only cost me about USD
12'000.

Something special about you is that
you never took out a loan in your
whole career, right?
That's true, yes. This became one of
my principles in life. I brought in my own
money when I first came here. After a
while I got a little short, but no bank –
neither Chinese nor Swiss - would have

ever lent me money for machinery. But
in the end I was very happy, because I
never had to pay any bank loans in my
life.
In the upper quality segment of pen
balls you have a world market share
of 50%!
Yes. And including all segments our
world market share is between 20-25%.

That's amazing!
It is, yes (smiling). And it's a lot of balls
(laughing)!

How many?
To give you an idea: In our factory in
Pudong we produce 400-500 million balls

a month with diameters from 0.2mm to
1.6mm.

What is this in terms of volume?
A small pill box can contain 250'000 balls
of 0.5mm diameter. But it's very heavy.
One million balls with 1mm diameter
weight about 9 kilos!

What is your background?
I have been living abroad since 1960. I
left the beautiful village of Ormalingen in
the country side near Basel, Switzerland,
at the age of 22. Before that I was
working for Hanro (textile industry) as a
mechanic. I also took night courses in
machine design. Then I started looking
for a company which would send me
abroad because I always wanted to

From left to right: William Frei (Consul General of Switzerland to Shanghai), Walter T. Eglin (PrimeAlloy), Christian Guertler (SwissCham
Shanghai), Roland Buser (Chopard), Karen Leung (Sarasin), Walter Hungerbuehler (Egon Zehnder), William Keller (Keller Pharma
Consulting).
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live abroad. After six months with a
company in Lugano they sent me to New
York to introduce their machines to the
manufacturers. New York was a great city
in the old days! After two years they sent
me off to Japan where I stayed for 24
years. I was always teaching the writing
instrument manufacturers how to do
ball point pens. In 1971 I suggested my
employer to build up a Joint Venture in
Japan, where the Swiss company owned
60% and I had 40%. In the following
years I started to build up the whole Far
East.

Aren't you afraid of Chinese compe-
titors?
Not at all! They can not run faster than
I can, meaning, they cannot produce
the same quality cheaper than we can.
By producing big volumes on bigger
machines, I get the raw mater ials
c h e a p e r a n d c a n p r o d u c e m o r e
effectively. Also, the quality we produce
is not easy to copy at all, also because
I invest 42% of the production costs in
quality controlling. But even if someone
becomes a serious competitor I am pretty
sure that the pen manufacturers in the
world would remain my clients because
they all know me personally and very
well! My connections around the world
are a big asset.

Who are your clients?
Pen manufacturers like Parker Pen,
Paper Mate, Schneider, BIC etc. I supply
ten of the world's biggest manufacturers.

How many companies you own?
Two manufacturing, one trading and a

nance company. And all shares are hold
by an offshore company in Hong Kong. I
have about 400 employees in total.
You are not only into pen balls. Let's
talk about winter sports and ski
business!
Yes, that's true. I have many friends
all over the world. One Swiss friend is
manufacturing storage equipment for
the ski rental business. He was always
complaining about (he stops talking).
Ahh, let me show you something first
(searching something in his bag)

what is this?
This is a ski edge grinding tool which I
developed using as well wolfram carbide.
Conventional files are used up after six
pair of skis. This file can do 200-300
pairs of skis. So my friend who was
complaining about the quality of the les
was fascinated by this product so we
immediately started with the production
and are now selling it to Europe and to
the US.
Coming back to your question, my
other company, SME Technology, is
manufacturing complete layouts for ski
and snowboard storage equipments like
you find them in every hotel or in ski
rental shops. Steel is much cheaper here
than in Europe so my friend said "why
don't you produce it in China"? We made
a licence agreement and he gave me all
the drawings and now we manufacture
it over here. It looks like we are going to
expand rapidly – in China and abroad.

Do you have other products or
projects in your pipeline?
Yes, I am trying to sell high end skis

manufactured by a niche player in the
canton of Neuchâtel in Switzerland as
well as Italian ski shoes in China. These
things go well together, you know. Once
you have the network you can distribute
everything related. It is my speciality to
go into niche markets, also of course
because I can't compete with the big
shots. Let me show you another product
we are going to market soon (searching
again in his bag taking out a small plastic
box and two chop sticks).

What is this?
This is another new product I developed
– we call it "Chop Stick Aid". It's meant for
people who don't know how to eat with
chop sticks. Just stick in the sticks and
enjoy your meal (laughing)! Of course
you can have your logo on it. Travel
agencies, hotels, airlines, restaurants are
all potential clients. It's small, portable,
cheap and useful.

What would you consider as your
biggest strength?
I think its having the experience starting
up new companies. I did nine so far.
The biggest reward you can get is when
someone wants to buy your company!
Two years ago I sold the majority of
PrimeAlloy to the Japanese Mitsubishi
group. But I am still a minor shareholder
and manage the company as President
and CEO.

You say friends play an important role
also for your businesses.
Yes, this is true. I am a networker. When
you travel around the world three to four
times a year and you keep your eyes and
ears open, you will learn a lot. And you
get to know a lot of people.

What made you successful?
That's simple. Being innovative and being
honest. Never overestimate yourself. And
follow the 3 D's: Desire, Devotion and
Determination.

Do you have any plans to retire?
No, not at all. Actually I have already
been a pensioner for four years. But it
didn't work. I played golf in Hawaii for
four years. This was nice but boring.
Boring not because of golf! You have to
know I am a golf addict. But you have to
do something! So I decided to go back to
business and kept going ever since.

From left to right: Walter T. Eglin (PrimeAlloy), Roland Buser (Chopard), 
Karen Leung (Sarasin)
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China is an increasingly important player in the world
economy. However, nearly 40 percent of executives
in Asia say their companies do no business in China
today, according to a McKinsey survey, and a third say

that even if the country's growth rate fell to zero their company's
revenue would not be affected.
Executives also see significant threats to China's continued
growth; these include a shortage of talent and weak
enforcement of commercial laws and regulations. But many
respondents say that the country can address its challenges
suf ciently.1

The China market
Just over a third of the survey's respondents report that

their companies have operations in China, and almost 30
percent trade with the country (Exhibit 1). Just over half say
their companies earn some revenue from China. Two-thirds
of larger companies those with annual revenues of $1 billion
or more currently operate in China, and 81 percent generate
revenues from the country. Perhaps most interesting, at a
time when many companies are assessing whether they have
concentrated too much of their operations in China, only 14

percent of all survey respondents say their companies own one
or more manufacturing plants, service facilities, or retail stores
there. Even among companies in the production sectors (as
opposed to service rms), the gure is only 21 percent.

A McKinsey Survey of
Executives in Asia
Surprisingly few companies have any operations
in China today, but the vast majority expect to be doing
business with the country within ve years.
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That relatively low presence won't last long, executives say.
Overall, 90 percent of respondents expect their companies
to be doing business of some kind in China within ve years.
Executives' views on where their companies can grow in China
focus on its huge market: only 7 percent say their companies
currently sell goods or services there, yet 34 percent of all
respondents and 43 percent of those whose companies
currently earn no revenue from China expect to be selling
there within five years (Exhibit 2). Indeed, executives may
think a presence in China is all but inevitable: 83 percent of
respondents who say it's unlikely that China can sufficiently
address the threats to its growth still expect their companies to
have some operations there within ve years.

China as competitor
Companies based in China are seen as strong, but not

overwhelming, competitors; a signi cant majority of respondents
see the basis for that competition as the low cost base that
Chinese companies enjoy (Exhibit 3). Their low production costs
may help explain why 27 percent of respondents in production
industries rate Chinese competitors as either overwhelmingly
stronger or stronger than most, compared with only 11 percent
of respondents in service industries. (Indeed, 27 percent of
those in service industries say their China-based competitors
are weaker than most yet even they were far likelier to say the
basis of competition is low costs rather than any other factor.)

Interestingly, 36 percent of executives in China rate China-
based competitors as weaker than most, far more than
respondents in any other country. Thirteen percent of
respondents in China also say that, should the country's growth
rate fall to zero, their company's revenues would be unaffected.

Threats to growth
Executives see a variety of social, economic, and

environmental threats to China's continued growth and
development (Exhibit 4). They indicate that economic and social
issues are far more important than environmental ones. For
instance, though 63 percent of respondents cite pollution as a
threat to growth, when asked to weigh it against economic and
social issues, 80 percent choose a threat other than pollution as
the most signi cant.

Across al l issues, pol lut ion is the only heal th or
environmental issue among the top ve. The others are rising
income inequality, poor enforcement of commercial laws and
regulations, a shortage of qualified talent, and weak financial
institutions.

Some issues that are significant concerns in other
regions such as the renminbi's exchange rate against the US
dollar and rising energy prices are, surprisingly, of very little
concern to the executives in Asia who responded to this survey.

Assessing and addressing the threats
When respondents are asked to consider how quickly

China should respond to the threats to its continued growth,
more than 80 percent say China must address those threats
within ve years. The majority (60 percent) say China is likely
to be able to do so, although only 12 percent see it as very
likely (Exhibit 5). Respondents in China are the least likely to
be optimistic; less than half say the country is very or somewhat
likely to be able to address the problems suf ciently. Executives
whose companies are currently generating revenue in China
but whose offices are located elsewhere are somewhat more
optimistic: 69 percent see it as very or somewhat likely that
China will suf ciently address the threats it faces.

What will happen to these companies if China fails to
address these threats and growth slows or stops? Surprisingly
little, given executives' view that China is quite influential
economically. Just over half of all respondents say they would
see no effect on the revenue of their companies if the growth
rate of China's GDP fell by half during the next ve years; 47
percent of those currently generating revenue in the country
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say the same. Even if growth stopped entirely, a third of all
respondents say their companies' revenue would be unaffected,
as do a quarter of executives whose companies are currently
generating revenue in China.

When asked where China should invest to make itself
a more attractive destination for corporations, executives do
not focus their priorities solely on the biggest threats to the
country's growth. Investments in infrastructure and logistics top
executives' wish lists, regardless of sector or company size; 72
percent of executives make this category their rst, second, or
third priority (Exhibit 6). Education is close behind. Despite the
deep concern about income inequality, investments in health
care, social security, and rural development are the lowest
priorities, even among respondents in China.

About the Contributors
Contributors to the development and analysis of the survey

include Janamitra Devan, an associate principal in McKinsey's
Shanghai of ce, Earl Carr and Isabel Ho, consultants based in
Shanghai, and Stavros Yiannouka and Joval A. Pantangco, of
the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy.
This survey is a joint effort by the McKinsey Global Institute
and the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy at the National
University of Singapore.

Notes
1 The McKinsey Quarterly conducted the online survey in
January 2007 and received 253 responses from C-level
executives in Asia.
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:"Doing business in China: A McKinsey Survey of
executives in Asia"

1 2007 1 253

With 460 of the Fortune 500
companies currently operating
in China, McKinsey partners
Jimmy Hexter and Jonathan

Woetzel reveal the changes companies
must make to win in China today
if they hope to win globally tomorrow.
In their new book, Operation China:
From Strategy to Execution (Harvard
Business School Press, December18,
2007, hardcover), they carefully examine
the fluid business environment and
the urgent need for companies to
dramatically boost performance and set
new standards for awless execution.

Operation China brings together solid
research and the authors' forty years of
collective experience in China to provide
a glimpse into the Chinese business
landscape in a way no one else has

done. Hexter and Woetzel look keenly at
the evolution of management practices,
competition, cost, business-to-business
opportunities, and distribution issues
with a practiced eye. And with real life
examples from companies like Johnson

& Johnson, Procter & Gamble, Coca-
Cola, and a host of others, they prescribe
a clear, four-part plan:

• set uncomfortably high aspirations
• make readjustments frequently and

quickly
• be tighter on people and looser on

controls
• measure learning as much as results

Together, these four components are
the key to moving from just managing in
China to being measurably great.

Operation China is a de nitive guidebook
for companies ready to move from
more presence in China to operational
excellence it brings execution to the
forefront and lays out a cogent plan for
executing in business in Asia at the
highest level.

Seismic Shift Underway
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This is the story of another young 
Swiss  who  came wi th  bag  and 
baggage to Hong Kong to start a new 
life. Leaving all his familiar security 
behind, Young Professional Andrea 
Ragazzo believes there is room for yet 
another product design company in 
Hong Kong. The entrepreneur trusts 
he is of a better option than his local 
competitors and also shares his 
ambitious thoughts of how he sees 
himself in the market in the next five 
years.
Why did you show Switzerland your
cold shoulder?
Well, China is booming, definitely. I
would say Switzerland is a safe place to
live and to peacefully enjoy your life and
to eventually raise your children, but !
If you want to achieve more than this in
your life, booming China is a much better
choice professional wise. Besides, since
my parents had the guts to move from
Italy to Switzerland when they were 19,
it was relatively easy for me to just move
from Switzerland to Hong Kong. What I
try to do is to be adventurous. I do not
want to look back later and regret about
not having left Switzerland. Probably it is
just a coincidence that I came to Hong
Kong. I used to work for an engineering
company back in Switzerland who run a
representative office in Hong Kong and
manufactured in China.

Why should a customer go for you
and not to one of your numerous
Chinese competitors who know the
market even better than you?

It depends on who my clients are and
what they want. If I have a Chinese client
who asks me to develop a Chinese–
style product for the mainland market
I would definitely be the wrong person
for such a project. However, should the
same client come up to me again and
would need a product designed for the
European market or a Western design
product for the Chinese market I am
clearly the better option than any of my
local competitors. Nowadays, a Chinese
customer clearly prefers Western over
Chinese design. A Chinese does not
see a Chinese product as something
valuable. As a matter of fact, Italian
design still and will always sell much
better to the Chinese than their own
products.

Where do you position yourself in the
market?
There are two approaches to designing
new products: Either you take an existing
product and you look at what is wrong
and you improve it. All gasoline cars
basically fall in this category since the
motors have been improved dramatically,
but they still have a very bad efficiency
rate of around 30% and the pollution
rate is immense as well. Out of this,
you can get fairly good results. The only
problem is if the product itself has never
really been thought through. Basically,
you improve something which was from
the beginning never doing what it was
actually supposed to do. For a better
approach you take a product and try not
to simply improve its functionality but to

Mr. Andrea Ragazzo explains the development of an idea into the nal product.

Either I Make it or
it is Game Over!
Young Swiss Engineer Andrea Ragazzo about
his new life as Industrial Designer in Hong Kong
By Benjamin Mueller–Rappard, Young Professional Director of Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong
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About Andrea Ragazzo
Career
Swiss–Italian Andrea Ragazzo was
born in Burgdorf, canton Berne.
After an apprenticeship as machine
tracer, he held several positions as
mechanical engineer in Switzerland.
Mr. Ragazzo moved to Hong Kong
in 2003 where he worked for various
local design and manufactur ing
companies. He founded his own
design and product development
company Ansema Design in 2005. He
currently studies an MBA in Innovation
and Des ign at The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University.

Passion
"Almost all my passion goes into my
work, creating interesting products
which engage with my clients and their
end consumers alike and hopefully
brightens up their daily life. The rest
of passion is devoted to my wife, my
family and to food. I love cooking
and eating. All other interests are put
aside at least until the business is
running smoothly without me being
always around."

Vision
"To be successful and making a
name for myself for contributing to
the world in a positive way, being part
of the solution, treating all people I
come across with the respect they
deserve and always staying humble to
remember all this."
www.ansema.com.hk

look at it holistically and to ask yourself
what the consumer is actually going to do
with it, how he interacts with the product
and so on. Based on such a conclusion
you are then able to improve it from the
customer's perspective. Only then are
you able to find out that some products
can be used in an entirely different way,
such as what happened to Laptops and
MP3 Players during the past few years.

Can you share some of your expe-
rience with other young entrepreneurs
who would like to set up their own
business in Hong Kong?
First of all, you must ask yourself whether
you are made to be an entrepreneur
working for yourself than rather for
someone else. It is a big hassle, believe
me, it is not just working from 8am to
5pm and getting your well anticipated
salary at the end of the month on your
banking account. Above all, setting up
your business in a completely different
country and an environment unfamiliar
to you and whereas no one is here to
help you when you face some serious
problems, that is a completely different
story. For example, if my company
goes bankrupt I have no place to sleep
and surely I cannot come to your place
instead (laughing)! That is the hard
thing: If I fail, I would have to go back to
Switzerland: Either I make it or it is game
over. It sounds dramatic but it is really
the case. Nevertheless, if you really have
the will and passion for what you do, you
have a high chance to still make it.

What is speci c about Hong Kong?
You usually spend much less money
than in Switzerland. Besides, the whole
procedure – including sett ing up a
corporate bank account – should take
you less then two weeks. The whole
company setup usually costs around
HKD 10'000, trademark rights are fairly
cheap, and you only start paying taxes –
which are 17.5% – after only 1 1/2 years.
Furthermore, the Hong Kong government
also provides a lot of nancial incentives.
These are some points which really help
to overcome the fear of starting your own
business. Above all, I would tell anyone
who opens his business to fully believe
in himself, and not to get discouraged by
others.
Then again the competition is enormous
and you really need to have a very

specific niche in the market when you
set your services. In comparison to
Switzerland, Hong Kong might be at
a first glance easier to be successful,
but in my opinion also much easier to
fall on your nose. As the social welfare
remunerates more in Switzerland and
in case everything else is used up, you
will have a higher chance to fall back
on family and friends, which you can't in
Hong Kong – at least not as a Westerner.

What are the pros and cons of doing
product development in Hong Kong?
On the negative side, it might be the
distance to clients in Europe – though
this is somehow ambivalent. Since
we at Ansema Design are close to
manufacturing we can solve problems
m u c h e a s i e r b y j u s t c a l l i n g t h e
manufacturers or by quickly travelling
to one of the factories in Shenzhen.
My past experience in this intercultural
setting proved to me that it is more
important as a Western designer to be
closer to the Chinese manufacturer than
rather to my European client as more
misunderstandings come up between
different cultures. From my perspective,
the geographical gap between the
creative part of the whole project and the
manufacturing part should be eliminated
as much as possible. When my client in
Europe for instance asks for a product
in high–end quality and in blue colour
I exactly know what he means. If you
say this to a Chinese designer with a
cultural background which is obviously
different from ours, he might understand
something else under the term quality
and for him blue colour is probably
turquoise. And do not forget: Even if
you approach a product development
company in Switzerland they probably
outsource the project to somewhere in
China anyway and will then mark up the
price by 200% or even more.

Where do you see yourself in the
future?
I see myself not only with this product
design company but rather having my
very own brand and selling my own
products such as men's accessories,
for instance cuff links, ball point pens,
jewellery and later on even my own
des igned watches . Large des ign
companies tend to become more and
more expensive not because of their

increased expertise, but because it takes
more money to feed their organization.
This is definitely not my aspiration. I
would like to see Ansema Design in the
future as a small but punchy company
with for example, ve to ten employees.
Obviously there will always be a limit
by the amount of staff but what you can
do is to come up with new ideas and
ultimately better products. And if you do
a good product, put all your effort into
it and get the marketing right, it will sell
by itself. Thus, in five to ten years I will
probably have this office, a couple of
employees, and at the same time have
my own brand. And with a little bit of luck
it is going to be like that!
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Global Airline
Catering Logistics
Gate Gourmet's HR strategy, philosophy and practices
By Juergen Simon and Evgenyia Efremova, CH-ina (Shanghai)

Gate Gourmet in China (GG PVG) provides catering services to
airlines at Pudong International Airport. The facility in Shanghai
was established in 1999 through a joint venture with the state-
owned Shanghai Airport Authority. GG PVG's only competitor in
Pudong International Airport is China Eastern Airlines Catering
(SEAC). The strong relationship that SEAC enjoys with local
and international companies leaves GG PVG with 20% of the
total market share but with 48% of free market share in all
international ights. Gate Gourmet International is the second
largest catering company in the world behind LSG/SKY Chef's
(Lufthansa Group).

Global vs. local HR system
Although Gate Gourmet International has common guiding

HRM policies for its subsidiaries, it grants its business units the
flexibility to adjust the HR system according to the country's
specific economic, social and legal factors. In China, Gate
Gourmet has experienced numerous challenges in attracting
and retaining quali ed personnel. GG PVG's ability to recognize
constant changes in the Chinese labor market and promptly
respond with effective adjustments of its HR strategy ultimately
determines the company's success in China.

HR localization principle
GG PVG has moved away from using foreign expertise

for manager positions to the practice of labor localization. It
has already localized most of its middle management and has
observed positive results in improving the unit's operational
ef ciency. GG PVG stresses that Chinese employees, thanks
to shared language skills and cultural understanding, establish
effective organizational and operational links between the top
management and the company's employees.
Yet, the key positions of the general manager and production
manager remain Western due to the necessity of in-depth
knowledge of the airline industry and long-term professional
experience in international business, which is rarely found
among local Chinese professionals.

Nevertheless, the dearth of effective managers and
the increasing competition for available talent hinder the
implementation of the localization strategy. GG PVG places
a particular emphasis on its recruitment strategy in order to
increase the company's pool of potential candidates.
HR strategy for success
a) Recruitment

GG PVG is well aware of the shortcomings of the Chinese
educational system and the strong legacy of the pre-industrial
regime, and therefore is quite pragmatic about the level of
managerial skills to be found in the Chinese labor market.
Given different stages of economic development, the skills
and competencies of the Chinese managers should not be
compared to those of foreign candidates. It is still a common
phenomenon that Chinese managers avoid taking personal
responsibilities, lack leadership skills and individuality, and
hold to paternalistic social structures. GG PVG focuses less
on existing employee skills than on the potential for future
development. The company strongly believes in cultivating
these skills through a hands-on approach and intensive training
programs. With this in mind, the company looks for people
who are not driven merely by monetary incentives (and thus
likely to leave once they advance their skills and knowledge).
Rather it seeks self-motivated employees eager for long-term
professional development and career advancement within
the company. Such candidates are proven to be worthwhile in
investing in and contribute to the company's development in the
long-term.
b) Training
New employees training

Integration into the company through extensive training in
products, service quality and company's culture.

Cross-sectoral manager training
Job rotation training program over a period of two to

three years, designed to introduce young talents with strong
leadership skills to the various operational units of the company
in order to provide them a comprehensive understanding of the
business.

International management training
Two key employees participate in the Gate Gourmet

International Management Training Program designed to further
enhance leadership skills and acquire a global perspective of
the company's business. In order to bene t from the program,
successful candidates have to be open-minded, adaptable, and
possess strong leadership skills - in other words, not a typical
Chinese candidate .
c) Motivation and Retention

The strategy of GG PVG's HR system is designed for
the overriding purpose of fostering employee performance.
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Improving Chinese employee performance, especially on the
managerial levels, involves creating a system in which they
are willing to assume greater responsibility for the executed
tasks. GG PVG stresses that clear delegation of employee
responsibilities is essential to encouraging high individual
performance and avoiding the tragedy of the commons
at the workplace. Furthermore, GG PVG's remuneration and
appraisal system, which is equally contingent on both personal
and team achievements, is an impetus towards greater
commitment to the company and enhanced performance.

1. The “market-driven” salary system
In 2004, Gate Gourmet replaced the traditional salary

system, which compensated all employees at the same level
equally, with a system that acknowledges individual merit and
contribution at the workplace.
The company pays 13 salaries per year plus one month
performance related bonus. The bonus is divided into two
components: 50% of the bonus are unit targets that are
mandatory for every employee and another 50% represent
individual goals for each employee. The unit targets consist of
nancial / cost targets – EBITDA / material cost / utility cost etc.

If one of these unit targets is not reached, 50% of the bonus
will be lost for the employee. Individual goals are established
during the yearly performance review conversation with each
employee. Each individual goal has a weight. Failure to meet
any of the individual goals will result in the loss/deduction from
the personal performance part of the bonus
according to the corresponding weight.

Introducing the new salary system
Disadvantage of being in a joint venture

GG PVG's initiative to set up the new salary system was
not supported by its joint venture partner. However, GG PVG
was able to realize it under the condition of taking on all the
responsibilities of joint venture operations.

Advantage of China's non-unionized labor market
A non-unionized labor market and the flexibility of the

Chinese labor law contributed to the smooth transition from
one system to another. In countries in Latin America, Europe
and North America, where Gate Gourmet's decisions are
highly contingent upon strict labor regulations and labor
unions' support, the alterations in the salary system would
face extensive debate and would take a far longer time to
be adopted. In fact, GG PVG was able to introduce all these
changes with the support of the Labor Union chairperson and
good communication with all employees.

2. Career advancement opportunities
At GG PVG, skilled employees are increasingly focusing on

advancing within the company. The company thus makes sure
that employees learn continuously and are properly recognized
for their efforts and improvements by promoting them to higher
positions based on their performance level.

3. Cultivating a competitive environment within the 
company

GG PVG notes that fostering healthy competition within the

company and recognizing the most successful and committed
employees also improve employee performance and nurture
strong individuality. The company acknowledges the most
successful employees by voting for the Employee of the
Month", "Employee of the Quarter" and "Employee of the Year".

Open and transparent communication
GG PVG's HRM philosophy emphasizes fair and equal

treatment of its employees. It promotes open and transparent
communication within the company by encouraging frequent
personal contacts with the company's management. For this
purpose, Gate Gourmet's unit in Shanghai has established an
internal "Labor Union" in January 2000. All Gate Gourmet's
employees in Shanghai are members of the Labor Union.

Employees are encouraged to voice their concerns through
frequent communication with the top management. There is
also a suggestion box in the employee dining room. In case a
suggestion has a real value for improvement, the employee to
whom it belongs is rewarded with a cash payment (max RMB
600 per time).

Generating personal attachment
Gate Gourmet's culture and an employee-friendly work

environment foster long-term relationships with employees.
Cultivating a humane company philosophy generates a strong
personal and emotional attachment to the company.

At GG PVG, the turnover rate has never been higher
than 4%. With the constantly improving HR strategy, the
company's employee turnover has fallen to 2% in 2006. GG
PVG has made positive steps towards establishing long-term
relationships between employees and the company - more than
50% of current employees have been in service with GG PVG
for ve years.

Further challenges
1.When operating in China's business environment, in which
brand culture is highly emphasized, a recognizable company
name and image are important in attracting skilled employees.
Considering the pressure that catering industry conditions exert
on the company's development, GG PVG has to constantly nd
additional ways to raise awareness of the company's brand in
China.

2. GG PVG has to constantly improve operational efficiency
and become more cost-effective if the company wants to be a
serious competitor in the Shanghai market place.
Conclusion

GG PVG's labor experience underlines the importance of
maintaining exibility in integrating a cross-cultural HR strategy
if a multinational organization is to develop and sustain its
business in China's challenging environment. In coping with
GG PVG's priority to maintain the most competent and skilled
personnel, training and career advancement opportunities are
the most important factors as they continuously encourage
employees to advance their performance. But when it comes
to retaining its skilled employees in the long term, obvious
material factors such as salary, training and opportunities
for advancement are no more important than a balanced,
harmonious and attractive company culture.
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The Equilibrium of
Proximity and Distance
Feelings and rational assessment are asking for
different horizons of perception
By Hans J. Roth, Consul General of Switzerland in Hong Kong

Managing proximity and
distance can be seen
as the key problem of
management. I t is not

only at the base of operational
actions and strategic thinking, it
is a key factor in human resource
management as well. The following
text tries to give a short outline of
this management problem.

Emotional intelligence has been
one of the keywords in management

in the recent years. There is a recognition that Westerners,
particularly Western men, see reality in a too rational way. They
are not giving enough weight to emotional factors in assessing
reality. But the whole discussion about rationality has never
attempted to explain why the rational view is so dominant.

Explanations are in fact not so easy to find. They cannot be
looked for on the phenomenological level. A different approach
is needed to try and nd the explanations.

Emotional feelings and rational assessment are asking for
different horizons of perception. Proximity allows all senses
to participate in perceiving the environment. It is thus rapidly
accompanied by high empathy and emotion, and entails a
strong subjective view of things. Distance, on the other hand,
relies essentially on the senses of hearing and seeing. It allows
for more objective assessment of reality, but receives no inputs
from the other senses. It strongly neglects emotional factors.

Essential in the eld of Human Resources
The management of proximity and distance is essential

in the field of human resources. The necessity of empathy
and the feeling of emotion in this field are quite obvious.
Being able to approach others, to meet them on their personal

Perspective matters. Seeing
the trees without seeing the
wood – or vice versa?
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ground is important. At the same time proximity leads to
growing subjectivity which may become a weakness in leading
people. In order to keep a more or less objective view it is thus
necessary to be able to make a few steps back and to create
a distance. Objectivity is only possible through distance, a
distance necessary to lead people.

Professional leadership in the field of human resources
asks for the faculty to approach others, one of the reasons why
these positions are often given to female persons. They are
usually better integrated in their social environment than their
male colleagues. It is a female factor of strength to approach
others, to feel empathy and to be able to express emotions.
This strength, however, is a weakness at the same time if not
seen and corrected by the person. It
automatically leads to more subjective
decisions. In order to develop a more
objective view, the necessary distance
must be created by taking a few steps
back. Her male colleague may try hard
to develop a closer understanding of
the social environment, to develop at
least a certain emotional intelligence as
well, whereas the woman has to try to
become more rational and objective in her
decisions.

Professional human resource manage-
ment does not only ask for empathy and
emotional intelligence, it also demands a
clear independence of the manager from
his or her social environment. Only the
distance to the group allows this more
objective view. Independence of judgement is necessarily
based on independence from the person which should be
judged. Here lies the management problem: on the one hand
a judgement or an assessment of a person is only right if this
person is known well, i.e. if the manager is as near to it as
possible. On the other hand an objective view is only possible
with a distance given by a subject – object differentiation. If
the necessary distance is not kept, the assessment or the
judgement will be too subjective. It cannot be used for a rational
management decision.

Equilibrium is hard to achieve
The equilibrium of proximity and distance is thus not easy

to achieve, the views are contradictory to themselves. But it is
the combination of the two opposites which determines high
professionalism. Proximity creates the trust necessary to lead
persons. On this base criticism of an employee's behaviour
becomes acceptable as it is not seen as adversarial. But
this base of trust must not be allowed to reduce the distance
necessary for objective judgements - both in the interest of the
company and the employee.

The same question of proximity and distance determines
professionalism in the general management of a company.
Operational decisions and problem solving ask for proximity
to the question at hand. Proximity does not only create human
nearness, but also understanding of practical issues. On the
other hand a decision is only right if its direction fits into the
bigger framework of company policies. Without this bigger

frame a decision can easily be wrong. A wanderer can lose his
way and walk in a circle without realising it if he loses his sense
of orientation. The overview can only be gained by distancing
oneself from the concrete situation and by taking the larger
picture into account.

Only with distance will it be possible to develop a more
rational and analytical assessment of a picture. The reduction in
information allows for a planning process. If the representative
office in Shanghai should open in a year, only information in
relation to the project is taken into account. This (Western)
process of planning allows a strong reduction of risk. As long
as it is not clear how the target can be achieved, no decision
is taken to go ahead. Such a way of assessing a reality is

linked to a much more objective view
of the project. Compared to an Asian
environment this generally Western view
is marked by a strong abhorrence of risk.
One could say management in Asia is
more subjective, more emotional and
much more risk prone than management
in Europe. Only American management is
nearer to Asian management in relation to
risk – but for completely different reasons.
The emphatic component is even less
developed in America than in a European
environment.

Only distance allows abstraction and
analysis. The precondition to do so is the
possibility to distinguish between important
and unimportant pieces of information,
and between cause and effect. This strong

reduction of information essentially to seeing and hearing
allows abstraction which is finally nothing more than the
reduction to the essential thing – but at the cost of losing plenty
of information on an actual moment.

Combine the two views of reality
Proximity and distance create different horizons of

perception. These horizons are both spatial and temporal.
Proximity is reduced to here and now, whereas distance allows
the perception of wider horizons of space and time. It becomes
again quite obvious that the equilibrium between proximity and
distance is not easy to achieve. It actually asks for opposing
views and opposing thought patterns at the same time.
Successful, highly professional management must thus be able
to combine the two views of reality. In concentrating on short
horizons, there is a risk for an operational manager of seeing
the trees without seeing the wood. On the other hand the
company strategist runs the risk of seeing the wood but not the
trees necessary to be avoided or cut down in order to achieve a
speci c target.

In conclusion, good company management asks for
both proximity and distance, as in the case of human
resource management, although for slightly different reasons.
Operational management demands an intuitive grasp of
reality, strategic management a strongly analytical view. The
horizons of perception necessary to achieve these views are
contradictory. The tension in combining both of them must be
born by the successful manager himself.

One could say
management in Asia
is more subjective,
more emotional and

much more risk prone
than management in

Europe.

O
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Domestic Double
Taxation
How embassies may assist to accomplish the "mission impossible"
By Michael C. Lee, Chief Financial Of cer, Sika Sarna l Asia

Many multinational com-
panies start to estab-
lish their wholly owned
subsidiar ies in China.

On the other hand, the Chinese
Government, as a step to convert
and upgrade the country's nancial
and tax administration systems to
fit into the international standards,
has made a great leap in 1994
and started to abandon the "dual-
systems" (one system for local

Chinese and a distinct and separate system for foreigners) that
they had followed so far after their adoption of open door policy
since 1978.

They s ta r ted to push down many bar r ie rs tha t
once segregated the local systems from the foreigners'
systems within the country in the fields of financial and tax
administrations. For example, in turnover tax, the Consolidated
Industrial and Commercial Tax system for foreigners in China
was abandoned in 1994 and the current turnover tax system
(includes value added tax, business tax and consumption
tax) applies uniformly to all chargeable transactions, whether
conducted by local Chinese or by foreigners, in China. For
income tax, the individual income tax systems for foreigners
and for local Chinese in China were unified since late 1993
and the same uni cation shall happen to corporate enterprises
(between local enterprises and foreign investment and foreign
enterprises) commencing 2008.
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Tax segregation system
This unification process, together and interacting with

various measures for achieving ultimate centralization and
control by way of creating the tax segregation system ( )
out of the 1994 China Tax Reform: separately creating (a) a
state tax administration ( ) mainly for collecting revenue
for the central government via value added tax, consumption
tax and corporate income tax (except for local businesses)
and (b) a local tax administration ( ) in each province
solely for collecting revenue for the local governments on a
revenue retaining basis via business tax, individual income tax
and other taxes, have led to the creation of the unique double
taxation situation within a single country (hereinafter referred
as "domestic double taxation") which would particularly be
applicable for those multinational companies conducting their
businesses on a inter-regional basis across China.

We have recently gone through some of the pain of
such domestic double taxation and fortunately with the great
assistance of the Economic and Commercial Section of the
Swiss Embassy, been able to solve the domestic double
taxation issues. We now try to analyze and comment on
this domestic double taxation situation which has developed
nowhere in any part of the world but just uniquely and
exclusively in China and share the experience with other Swiss
and international companies on how their Embassies may
assist them to accomplish the "mission impossible".

International event
Double taxation is normally an international event which

would only happen when a taxpayer conducts its business
transaction across to countries (with different tax laws) and
when the tax authorities of both countries would treat the same
transaction as being sourced in their respective countries. As
such, domestic double taxation would only happen when a
transaction is conducted within the same country would been
treated by at least two tax authorities within the same country
as being sourced and become taxable by the respective tax
authorities despite the fact that there would only be one single
set of tax laws and regulations in the country. The creation of
the state tax administration and the respective provincial local
tax administrations with revenue retaining capacities out of the
1994 China Tax Reform would create some scope for each of
them in treating taxpayers' inter-regional transactions of mixed
natures with different interpretations out of the single set of tax
laws and regulations resulting in one transaction doubly taxable
at more than one location or at the same location within China.
The specific situation of such domestic double taxation
incidence is as follows:

We are a wholly owned China subsidiary of a Swiss
company manufactures and sells certain PVC waterproofing
products within China on a turn-key basis together with site
installation and a 10-year quality warranty. If such a composite
(tangible product + services) transaction is to be treated as a
product selling transaction in substance, a 17% value added
tax would be charged at the manufacturing location against
the gross project income and input value added tax deduction
would be available. Otherwise, such transaction would be an
installation project by nature and the gross project income
would be subject to a 3% business tax at the site location

but without any input value added tax deduction. At the end
of the day, whilst the state tax administration at the factory
location treated this composite transaction as a product selling
transaction in substance in order to levy the 17% value added
tax, the same transaction was treated by the provincial local tax
administration at the site location as an installation project so
that another 3% business tax is to be levied against the same
project income. As a result, a domestic double taxation situation
arises.

When we bring this domestic double tax situation
to the attention of both the state and provincial local tax
administration, these tax authorities would come up with
justi cations that they are legitimately entitled to have had their
slice of the cake but no one would like to report such domestic
double taxation situation to their common boss (likely to be
the State Administration of Taxation in Beijing for inter-regional
transactions) for a ruling.

Disadvantageous position
Facing with such unsatisfactory situation, wholly foreign

owned subsidiaries of multinational companies are in the
disadvantageous position when compared with state owned
enterprises because the latter may directly re ect such unfair
situations to the State Administration of Taxation through
their respective national group companies having the ministry
status in Beijing. In our circumstances, the most effective
way to break through such administration blockage is to seek
direct assistance from the respective foreign embassies in
China which would act for the global interest of the respective
multinational companies. We understand that Japan and Korea
embassy in China have tax of cials from their home countries
stationed in China to look after tax affairs that are of common
interest to their corporations.

As for Switzerland, although their embassy in China
does not have any Swiss tax of cial to specialize in this area,
officials of their Economic and Commercial Section, being
under the leadership of Ambassador Dante Martinelli and
Trade Counsellor Edgar Doerig, are very professional and
have the patience to listen to the Chinese tax problems of their
home corporations. They are very willing to representing their
home corporations in China to direct approach the highest
central authorities in China (including State Administration of
Taxation, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Commerce etc.). As a
result of the great assistance of the Swiss Embassy, the State
Administration of Taxation issued SAT Circular of Guo Shui Fa
(2006) No. 80 on 4 June, 2006 to resolve the domestic double
taxation issue mentioned above.

The results secured by referring such domestic double
taxation situations to the State Administration of Taxation
through the China stationed embassies of foreign countries can
be far reaching. In addition to resolving such domestic double
taxation situation for its China subsidiary once and for all across
China for the future, it may also have simultaneously become
a leader in the industry its belongs to since it has helped to set
a national tax standard for its fellow competitors with respect
to tax savings and thus achieving overall operational ef ciency
for the whole industry. In fact, the Swiss company mentioned
above is now appointed as Vice Chairman of the China National
Waterproo ng Building Materials Industry Association.
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The New Corporate Income
Tax Law and its Implementation
By Rengzi Song (Shanghai), Kerstin Heidrich (Shanghai), Rainer Hausmann (Zurich) of Ernst & Young

After many years of internal study, public consultation
and drafting, the National People's Congress finally
approved and announced the new Corporate Income
Tax Law (the "CITL") on March 16, 2007, which is

effective from January 1, 2008. Like many other pieces of
legislation in China, the new CITL only lays down the overall
guiding principles, leaving the ner details to be elaborated by
the State Council.

The CITL Implementation Regulations (the "CITLIR"), which
contain further details on definition of terms, type of income
covered and application to speci c situations, was just recently
issued by the State Council on December 11, 2007. Hence, a
lot of detailed provisions that were included in earlier drafts are
left out, and further interpretation circulars are to be announced
by the State Administration of Taxation (the "SAT") to provide
further clarification. The following outlines the most important
provisions for foreign investors as included in the CITL and the
CITLIR respectively.

Transitional rules
According to the CITL FIEs that currently enjoy a

preferential tax rate shall be phased in to the new 25% tax
rate within five years of the implementation of the CITL.
Surprisingly, the CITLIR is silent on further details of such
transitional arrangements. The State Council on December 26,
2007 issued Notice Guofa[2007] No.37 to clarify the transitional
arrangements. In particular, companies that enjoyed a 15%
tax rate will be transitioned to the new 25% tax rate by a yearly
increase in the tax rate of 3% for 2008, 2% for 2009 - 2011, and
1% for 2012, hence reaching the 25% tax rate after four years.
Entities which under the old law were granted a xed-term tax
holiday (e.g., two years of tax exemption followed by three
years of a 50% tax reduction) shall retain the remaining tax
holiday until it is exhausted. Nevertheless, tax holidays which
have not yet commenced due to accumulated losses, shall
be deemed to have begun as of 2008. The tax rate applicable
for the years for which the 50% tax reduction is granted is,
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however, not yet de ned.

Withholding taxes
The CITL provides that withholding taxes of 20% will apply

certain types of payments including dividends, interest, royalties
and capital gains. The CITLIR reduce the withholding tax rate
to 10%, which is consistent with the rate applicable to qualifying
dividend distributions as well as interest and royalty payments
under most of China's double taxation treaties.

Some jurisdictions have entered into treaties with China
which allow for a 5% remaining withholding tax rate on dividend
distributions. These include Hong Kong, Barbados, Mauritius,
and Singapore. However, of the above mentioned treaties,
currently only the treaty concluded with Barbados provides for
an exemption from capital gains tax in China in the case of a
future exit.

Group restructuring
CITLIR is silent on the tax treatment of group restructurings.

A special ruling on this subject is expected to be issued
separately by SAT to regulate the tax treatment. Based on the
available information, it is most likely that a group restructuring
shall be effected at a market value. An exception may only be
granted in a share transfer deal where the share transferee is a
Chinese entity and has the 100% shareholding relationship with
the transferor.

Based on certain double taxation treaties (such as the
double taxation treaties China has concluded with Switzerland,
Barbados and Ireland) any capital gain resulting from the
transfer of shares in a Chinese subsidiary is, indeed, taxable
only in the country where the alienator is resident. In addition,
since any potential capital gain resulting from such transfer may
be partly or fully exempt from tax at the level of the alienator,
also a transfer at fair market value would not necessarily result
in substantial tax consequences.

High-new technology companies
A High-New Technology Company can apply for the reduced
15% tax rate provided the company possesses the following
characteristics:
・ The company is an owner of core proprietary intellectual

property;
・ The company is recognized as within the territory of High-

New Technology supported by the Chinese government (to be
further de ned by the Science and Technology Commission,
the Ministry of Finance and the State Administration of
Taxation);

・ The company's R&D outlay is not less than a prescribed
percentage of annual turnover;

・ The company's income from High-New Technology products
or services exceeds a prescribed percentage of the
company's total income;
・ The company's R&D personnel shall be more than a

prescribed percentage of the total employees.

Although specific percentages appeared in earlier drafts,
the final CITLIR now leave these open. In so doing the SAT
is granted more flexibility to specify different percentages for
different industries. It may also mean that the percentages can

be changed as often as appropriate per the SAT's discretion.
The release of further circulars is expected to clarify these
issues.

In addition, it is still unclear as to whether economic
ownership as opposed to legal ownership will suffice for
quali cation as a High-New Technology Company. Considering
the concerns related to the protection of intellectual property
in China, the number of multinational companies agreeing to
have their Chinese subsidiaries legally possessing intellectual
property in order to benefit from a reduced tax rate might
indeed be small.

Transfer Pricing
According to the CITL, information on intercompany

transactions will need to be attached to the annual enterprise
income tax return. In addition to information required in the
past as part of the Forms 13-A/B of the FIE Income Tax
Return, further disclosures may be requested including transfer
pricing methodology used and con rmation of the existence of
contemporaneous transfer pricing documentation.

In the event of a potential transfer pricing audit, the
CITLIR stipulate that the contemporaneous transfer pricing
documentation must include contemporary pricing policies,
calculation methods and explanations, comparables, profit
levels, etc. The forthcoming transfer pricing documentation
rules will provide a set of guidelines on the relevant sections
in the documentation. Given that the SAT will also be
focusing on various issues concerning the CITL which may
take greater priority it is hard to predict when the transfer
pricing documentation rules will likely be issued. Pursuant
to the draft rules, however, no significant differences from
international practices are expected. Currently, there are no
penalty provisions associated with a lack of transfer pricing
documentation, but only late payment interest on the amount of
tax payable as a result of the transfer pricing adjustment.

Cost sharing arrangements
As stipulated by the CITL, cost sharing agreements can

be entered into for joint development or transfer of intangible
assets or joint provision of services. The CITLIR further clarify
that costs shared should match the anticipated benefits,
relevant supporting documents should be submitted, and the
tax authorities' approval is required for full deduction of the
payment under the cost sharing agreement. The success of the
newly available cost sharing regime is, however, dependent on
the administrative details to be released and, amongst others,
the recognition of economic ownership as opposed to legal
ownership of intangible assets in China.

Conclusion
Despite the release of the CITLIR, there is still considerable

uncertainty in how the new CITL will be implemented. This
applies not only to the above-mentioned provisions but also to
a number of other clauses which have not been referred to in
this article. Some of these clauses can be considered nal rules
which should be complied with while others are expected to be
amended pending the release of further details and clari cation.
The respective developments therefore need to be closely
monitored by all corporate taxpayers subject to these new rules.
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Global Economy Sluggish
Equities with potential to outperform during 2008,
although rst half of the year will be choppy
By Sandro Merino, Head Wealth Management Research Europe and Walter Edelman, Head, UBS Wealth Management Research Global
Investment Strategy

In 2008, the global economy is expected to slow and likely
yield greater investment risks and more moderate returns
in many asset classes, according to a report from UBS
Wealth Management Research (WMR) entitled, "UBS

global outlook." The depressed housing market in the US and
its spillover into the financial and consumer sectors will likely
continue to weigh on overall economic growth in the coming
year. According to the UBS report, the United States is likely
to experience a protracted phase of below-trend growth, but
an outright recession is avoidable. Although global growth has
likely peaked and will be less swift next year, solid economic
activity throughout much of the rest of the world is sustainable.
A large liquidity overhang and high commodity prices should
only lead to in ation concerns in late 2008 or 2009.

Equities expected to outperform
Against this backdrop, UBS Wealth Management Research

has identified equities as being well positioned to outperform
both bonds and certain nontraditional asset classes. In
particular, the strategists point to large-cap developed equities
as being well positioned to bene t during periods of heightened
financial market volatility and slower economic growth. In
contrast, several equity indices in emerging markets appear
to be expensive, despite the expected above-trend economic

growth prospects in these countries.

A dif cult year ahead for bonds
Meanwhile, an economic recovery in the US later in the

year and a pick up in in ation expectations as a consequence
of the US Federal Reserve's easing stance, will likely place
upward pressure on bond yields. Thus, over the whole of 2008,
government bonds are likely to deliver sub-par returns. The
credit market downturn during 2007 has brought corporate
bonds back closer to fair value. Even with some further modest
deterioration in credit fundamentals, corporate bonds and high
yield bonds will likely outperform cash and government bonds
during 2008.

Increased risk in real estate and commodities
Commodities and real estate assets appear vulnerable, as

demand may weaken along with slowing economic conditions.
Low bond yields may provide some short-term relief to
listed real estate. However, still demanding valuation levels,
tightening lending conditions, and lower income growth are
likely to dominate 2008, limiting return prospects for listed real
estate in the US and Europe. For commodities, the longer-
term interaction between supply and demand should remain
supportive of prices. However, we can expect short-term

corrections in some key commodity markets in
the wake of slowing economic growth.

Asian currencies to appreciate, while euro
strength to recede

Over the next 12 months, the Swiss franc
will likely take support from the country's robust
economic outlook and low unemployment rate.
Increasing pressure will likely mount on central
banks to loosen managed currency links to the
US dollar. As a result, Wealth Management
Research expects Asian currencies to appre-
ciate and extreme euro strength to recede.
It also forecasts a weakening in the British
pound, which stems from its outlook for a sharp
deterioration in UK economic performance and
significant monetary easing on the part of the
Bank of England. Lastly, a decline in commodity
prices will likely weigh on the currencies of
commodity exporters, such as the Canadian
dollar and Australian dollar.
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Advertising in China
Important provisions of the Advertising Law
By Richard Wageman and Matthieu Bonnici, DLA Piper

Over the past decade China has exper ienced
expediential growth of the advertising business
sector fueled by China's rapidly expanding economy.
In accordance with its World Trade Organization

commitments, China opened the advertising business
sector to foreign investment by way of joint ventures with
Chinese companies (March, 2004) and wholly foreign owned
enterprises (December, 2005). The entry requirements for such
investments varies from region to region but in most cases such
requirements are not too onerous for foreign investors. Such
investment and the development of the domestic advertising
industry has prompted the Chinese authorities to issue a
growing list of laws in a number of advertising sectors to
address advertising issues.

The basis for all advertising laws in China is the "Advertising
Law" that was issued in 1995. Although the methods and
technical means by which advertising is conducted in China as
changed dramatically since issuance of the Advertising Law, the
Advertising Law is still the foundation for guiding the advertising
industry in China. The Advertising law defines advertising as

"commercial advertising in which a commodity dealer or service
provider directly or indirectly promotes his own commodities
to be marketed or services to be provided at its own expense,
through a certain medium and in a certain form."

The Advertising law also defines "advertiser" as a legal
person, other economic organization or individual that designs,
produces and disseminates advertisements on its own or
that commissions another persons to design, produce and
disseminate advertisements in order to market commodities
or provide services, "advertising operator" as a legal person
or other economic entity or individual that provides advertising
design, production and agency services on commission and "
advertising disseminator" as a legal person or other economic
organization that disseminates advertisements for an advertiser
or advertising operator commissioned by an advertiser.

The Advertising Law applies to advertisers, advertising
operators and disseminators that engage in advertising
activities in China.
The important provisions of the Advertising Law are as follows:
1. All advertisements in China are subject to the general
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"Managing China", a book written by Dr.
Hans J. Roth, Consul General of Switzer-
land in Hong Kong, is now ready for sale
at RMB/HK$200. Interested parties, please
contact:

SwissCham Beijing:
Ms. Michaela Scarpatetti,
Tel: +86 10 8531 0015 ext. 188,
Fax: +86 10 6432 3030, michaela.
scarpatetti@bei.swisscham.org,
www.swisscham.org/bei

SwissCham Hong Kong:
Ms. Irene Lo,
Tel: +852 2524 0590,
Fax: +852 2522 6956,
admin@swisschamhk.org,
www.swisschamhk.org

SwissCham Shanghai:
Ms. Liv Minder,
Tel: +86 21 6149 8208,
Fax: +86 21 6149 8132,
l.minder@sha.swisscham.org,
www.swisscham.org/sha

principal that they must benefit the physical and mental
health of the people, enhance the quality of the commodities
and services and safeguard the interest of the consumers.

2. Restricts advertisements that use state symbols, obstruct
public order or act against good social customs.

3. Advertisement cannot contain contents that discriminate
on the basis of nationality, race, religion or sex or contain
obscene, superstitious, terrifying or violent contents.

4. Use of comparative advertising requires substantiation
and must not denigrate the products or services of other
producers or dealers.

5. Provides basic guidelines concerning the advertising of
pharmaceuticals and medical apparatus.

6. Advertisers must not conduct unfair competition activities.
7. Advertising personnel must be qualified and properly

licensed.
8. Advertisements in certain business sectors must be approved

in advance releasing the advertisements for public viewing.
9. The China State Administration of Industry and Commerce

("SAIC") is the governing regulatory authority.
10. SAIC can issue fines and penalties upon non compliance

with the Advertising Law.
In addition to the Advertising Law China has released

a number of supporting laws that deal with: formation of
advertising agencies, control of outdoor advertising, medical
advertisements, printed advertisements, ambush marketing and
internet advertising.

China does not have a self regulatory structure but most

advertisers rely upon in house expertise or that of its advertising
agencies and medial buyers to ensure compliance with
regulatory rules and procedures.
In accordance with China's World Trade Organization
commitments, in 2004, China opened the advertising business
sector to foreign investment and at this time such investment
can be by way of either a wholly foreign owned enterprise or
Sino-Foreign joint venture. The entry requirements vary from
region to region but are not too onerous for foreign investors
with the important requirements being as follows:
1. to establish a wholly foreign owned enterprise (WFOE) the

investing party must be an enterprise that operates the
advertising as its main business, and the investing party must
have been established and in operation for at least 3 years
prior to entering the China market.

2. to establish a Sino-foreign joint venture (JV), the investing
parties must be enterprises that engage in the advertising
business, have been established/operating for at least 2
years and have a good performance record in the advertising
industry.

An advertising foreign invested enterprise that wants to set
up a branch office must have first, paid the full amount of its
registered capital and have an annual advertising turnover of
not less then RMB 20 million.

With respect to the registered capital, it shall not be less
than the amount needed to establish the operations of the
company as set out in the feasibility study led by the investor
when it applies to set up its operations in China.

Hans J. Roth is among the few
experienced China hands who
had already started their contact
with the People's Republic of

China in the 1970s. His extensive work
on political, economic, legal and ultural
issues gives him an excellent overview
over the last 30 years of Chinese
development. Numerous professional
contacts with foreign and Chinese
companies during his posting in Shanghai
as Swiss Consul-General from 2001 to
2006 and his current assignment in the
same position in Hong Kong have given
him a deep insight into management
issues of companies operating in China.

His long China experience led him
to the development of an intercultural
model, allowing to grasp behavioural
differences as well as other thought
patterns in a very convincing way.
Operational issues being in general quite

Managing China

well known, this book goes one step
further and provides a manager with a
model to better streamline the strategic
issues of management in a Chinese
social environment.

• "Managing China" is also available in
Switzerland at the Swiss Chinese Chamber
of Commerce in Zürich and in Geneva.
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By Richard Wageman and Matthieu Bonnici, DLA Piper
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The World on Visit
to Shanghai
Siegfried Zhiqiang Wu is also counting on Switzerland
to contribute to the Expo theme
Interview, Fabian Gull
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S i e g f r i e d Z h i q i a n g Wu , a s t h e
Professor of architecture and urban
planning at Tongji University and
China's Chief Planner of the Expo
2010 in Shanghai - what activities are
you focusing on?
It's all kind of preparation work for such
a huge event. I am giving ideas and
advices the different nations. Helping
them to t best into our concept – that's
one part of my work. From the Shanghai
side, as the organizer there are also
many facilities and buildings that need
to be designed and constructed such as
the performance center, and of course
- the theme pavilions. So I am currently
spending a lot of time having intense
conversations with different architects.

What's the impact for China?
Well, together with the Olympic Games,
this is the most important event in
China, and an opportunity to put a signal
towards a more open society and world.
The most important is that the Chinese
people shall get to know the world better.
This exposition brings together different
ideas and creative inputs from all over the
world. And as you know, not all Chinese
have the possibility to travel. Thus the
Expo 2010 is of such big importance,

because the world is kind of visiting
Shanghai. And we hope that many
Chinese visitors will take advantage of
this unique possibility and I also believe
that the intercultural exchange between
Chinese and foreigner will bene t.
We also want to push eco friendly
technologies and make it visible to the
public what can be done today to create
better cities and better lives. Energy
efficient architecture for example, is not
just the topic of the various expositions,
but we also apply the newest technology
for the expo buildings in order to reduce
the energy consumption. And I also
count on Switzerland's innovation power
to contribute to this theme and let other
bene t from their experiences!

What's the expected percentage of
Chinese visitors?
Based on the experience gained at
previous World Expositions, especially
the one in A ich i (Japan) , we are
expecting about 10% visitors from
abroad. In Aichi they only had 5% foreign
visitors so the 10% we expect is a quite
ambitious percentage.

What's the Chinese pavilion going to
be like? Is it going to be the biggest

pavilion?
No, it won't be the biggest. But, still
quite impressive focusing on traditional
Chinese wisdom and its impact on the
urban planning of cities.

In your eyes, what will be the high-
lights?
Unfortunately I can't say too much about
that. But I can assure you that we are all
working very hard on creating a festival
of highlights! In three to six months we
will announce some of the ideas.

Is Shanghai ready?
In terms of accommodation I don't
see any problems in the medium and
upper price segment. In general I think
Shanghai shouldn't invest only with
regard to the Expo but with a more
sustainable and long term approach.
I also hope that it will boost family
hotels and small affordable pensions,
a segment which is underdeveloped in
Shanghai.
Regarding traffic, we further need to
invest in infrastructure. The subway
for example, in order to create more
incentives to use the public transportation
system to reduce traf c problems.
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Better City – Better Life
Design and conception of the Swiss Pavilion
at the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai
Article provided by Presence Switzerland

The outside of the pavilion presents an image of a nature-
technology hybrid. The curtain, which veils the entire
structure, is made from natural and high-tech materials.
It is transparent enough to allow to air and light to pass

but opaque enough to cast the interior city space" in shadow.
The interior, lower "city space" is full, loud, and vibrant, it
radiates heat, and is open to allow hints of the external sunny
"nature space" to penetrate. The upper external "nature space",
by contrast, is empty and still, quiet and passive, concealed and
cold. The red dye solar cells in the curtain form a half-natural,
half-technology
product.

Communication concept
In agreement with the host-country, the complementary

elements, yin and yang, are a requirement for achieving the
condition of harmony and balance . The visitors to the
Pavilion have a decisive effect on this process. This principle is
clearly expressed in the theme of the expo "Better city better life
– city of harmony" and combines easily with the theme of the
Swiss Pavilion: "Sustainability – quality of life, environment and
international reputation". Sustainable developments are only

possible when the ecological, economic and social aspects are
in balance.

Our concept is based on the need to meet the expectations
of the visitors and the intentions of the Swiss event organisers.
Visitors can basically be divided into two groups: VIPs (selected,
exclusive, with political and economic interests, broader time
perspectives, targeted interests) and general (unpredictable,
general, seeking entertainment, curious, l imited time
perspectives, positive memories). The levels of communication
towards these two groups of visitor are adapted accordingly.
These two visitor groups have different expectations of the
Swiss Pavilion, and they visit it from different perspectives. The
ideas and knowledge the Pavilion contains and the way these
are communicated must correspond to the two different groups.

Stillness and movement
The roofed-over and shadowy "city space" is dense

as a result of its technical appearance, the activities on the
multifunctional stage, and the very high number of visitors. The
stage can be integrated into various events and be used in
various ways. It is used both for daily routine events and one-
off performances. The Pavilion's innovative and sustainable
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building technology is explained in an audio-visual presentation
in the "city space".

The access area to the "nature space" (meadow landscape)
remains in constant movement as a result of the chair lift, which
transports up to 3,500 visitors per hour through the space. The
chair lift – a Swiss invention and symbol of both alpine and
sub-alpine tourism – combines stillness and movement in one
object.

We use the deliberate contrast of activity and passivity to
create a more acute awareness in the visitor s mind of the
surroundings and to form lasting memory of the experience.
The silent, eight minute chair-lift ride through a Swiss landscape
is completed by an acoustic "carpet" composed from natural
sounds.

Sustainability always requires an intact, complete cycle.
The closed system of the chair-lift created by a double helix
clearly illustrates this principle. The meadow landscape is
characteristic of all types of sub-alpine landscape in Switzerland
and symbolises an unfamiliar and attractive countryside for
many Chinese visitors.

Dandelion and yarrow
The meadow landscape is dominated by dandelion and

yarrow. Dandelion represents very impressively the cyclical
reproduction process through self-seeding. Dandelion often
features in Chinese poetry and folklore in this context. Yarrow
is found throughout China and Switzerland. Historically, dried
yarrow stalks were used for Yi Jing oracles. In Yi Jing, social
development is understood as a cycle. Yi Jing is still in use
throughout modern China and is one of the most important
books for learning Chinese in schools. Both dandelion and
yarrow are used in many different ways in Swiss and traditional
Chinese medicine. Visitors on the chair-lift are given sweets
containing yarrow and dandelion extracts. The properties and
their connection with tradition are explained on the packets.

Images of impressive Swiss landscapes are shown in the
cinema. The visitors remain still, and the images are projected
as frontal, audiovisual and non-material experiences. The
formal design of the cinema re ects the theme of the lm.

Exhibition for VIPs
The VIP room in the Swiss Pavilion is reserved for selected

individuals and opinion-leaders with specific interests who
want to know more about Switzerland as an urbane, future-
oriented, quality conscious and innovative country. In this
context, information can be communicated in greater detail and
according to the requirements of the individual visitor, and it
is presented in such a way as to create an image and for the
purpose of promoting Switzerland. The material furnishings of
the room reflect Switzerland as a country where recycling is
well developed and knowledge is important.

Climate technology
Basic physical principles are put into practice in noticeable

ways. Water stone: The natural water cycle is exploited to
cool the cinema. The waterfall behind the transparent screen
extracts heat. At the same time water condensation forms on
the surface, reducing the humidity of the air. The stone seating
is cooled by flowing water. Tower of wind: In the meadow
landscape, natural convection is increased in the open tower by
the wind generated by the chair-lift. The energy consumption
for operating the chair-lift is only 50% that required for the air-
conditioning in exhibition rooms with comparable functions.

Sustainable materials and resources
Edible surface materials made from bio-resin: Bio-resin,

which is made from fermented soja bean fibre, is extremely
resistant to wear an tear and is easy to work. Bacteria break
down the resin into water and carbon dioxide which is released
into the natural environment. The residue can be used as
fertilizer. The resin is cast into boards from which the surfaces
are then formed using a heat process.

Dye solar cells (the Grätzel Cell) convert light energy
into electrical energy. Michael Grätzel (Federal Institute of
Technology Lausanne) discovered the Cell in the early 1990s
and patented it in 1992. In a dye solar cell, light is absorbed
by the dye molecules (in berry juice) through the process of
artificial photosynthesis and transferred onto electrons which
are then conducted along an external electrical circuit.

The principle advantages of the Grätzel Cell are the lower
costs and reduced environmental impact of their manufacturing
process. In contrast to traditional solar cells, the Grätzel Cell
can easily operate with diffuse light (Shanghai).
www.presence.ch

Members of the firms element GmbH
and Buchner Bründler architects form the
team responsible for the scenography
and architecture of the Swiss Pavilion at
the Expo 2010. From left to right: Andreas
Bründler (architect, Buchner Bründler),
Roger Aeschbach (scenographer, element
GmbH) , Dan ie l Buchner (arch i tec t ,
Buchner Bründler), Andreas Hunkeler
(scenographer, element GmbH).
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VIP
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2 –

3500
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3 –

4 – VIP
VIP

Grätzel Cell
Michael Grätzel 20 90

1992

Grätzel Cell
Grätzel Cell
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Conservative Image
as Entry Point
Manuel Salchli about Switzerland's nation branding in China
Interview, Fabian Gull

Mr. Salchli, as the Pavilion Director
and Deputy Commissioner General of
the Swiss Pavilion at the Expo 2010
in Shanghai, your role is focused
on Switzerland's nation branding
institution, Presence Switzerland.
What is Presence Switzerland's
strategy in China?
We want to increase the knowledge
about Switzerland among the Chinese
target groups. Thus, we are running a
campaign from 2007 to 2011 in China
and closely work together with our
institutional partners which are the Art
Council, the Export and Investment
agencies, Location Switzerland and
Switzerland Tourism. Together with
them, we run a program around the two
major upcoming events – the OIympic
Games in Beijing and the Expo 2010 in
Shanghai.

Your superior target is to get more
Chinese tourists to Switzerland.
Not only. Since our target is to increase
Switzerland's market value in China, we
are working with and for all sectors of
the Swiss economy – not just the tourism
industry. So we try to attract more
tourists as well as to support the sale of

Swiss products in China and to increase
the sympathy of the Chinese audience
towards Switzerland.
What's your budget for your China
projects?
We have a budget of about 24 million
Swiss Francs for the presence of
Switzerland at the World Expo. This
budget covers the construction and
operation costs of the Pavilion as well
as the communications over five years.
As far as the content is concerned
the budget of our partners and future
partners can be added to ours, but I can't
give you a global gure.

What resources - in terms of man-
power - do you have to achieve your
targets?
Very little (laughing). There are two full
time employees working at the Swiss
Embassy in Beijing and another three

working ful l t ime on this project in
Switzerland.
How do you measure the results of
your campaigns?
We do this through various means.
For example, we analyze the number
and the quality of articles written about
Switzerland in China. So from 2007
onwards, we expect a signi cant increase
of newspaper articles and media reports.

Are you also doing surveys?
Yes. We have conducted a big image
survey in 2006 before we started our
campaign.

What did you nd out?
Firstly, I am happy to report that the
image of Swi tzer land in China is
excellent!
Switzerland enjoys the best image of
all benchmark countries that we have
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selected. The country always ranks
on top - first or second to be precise.
This was the main finding. We have
conducted this survey also in the US,
UK, Spain, Germany, France etc.
Another interesting finding is also that
the results we got in China do not differ
so much from what we found in the other
countries. But there is also a lack of
information in China. Switzerland is still
considered as a country where milk and
honey ows. But we are not considered
as being very innovative which of course
doesn't re ect the reality at all.
We don't know yet if we are going to
verify the results of our campaign with
another survey, since this will be also a
question of budget. But we are de nitely
going to conduct surveys among the
visitors of the Swiss Pavilion.

Does this excellent image mean less
work for Presence Switzerland in
China?
Not really, no (laughing), because this
positive image is mainly based on our
beautiful landscape and a kind of fairy
tale and Heidi land perception of
Switzerland. In general the competition
is getting stiffer since a lot of countries
are investing more and more money in
nation branding and trying to improve
their images. We want Switzerland to
be perceived as what it is today and not
what it used to be one hundred years
ago. Our mission is to ll this information
gap. So as you can see, there is plenty
of work to do for us.

According to your own survey,
Swi tzer land is in China main ly
associated with beautiful landscapes.
B u t i s n ' t t h i s e x a c t l y t h e w a y
Switzerland is going to be presented
at the Swiss Pavilion? Very traditional,
conservative, with a meadow on top,
chair lift and a movie showing the
beauty of the Swiss Alps. Aren't you
rather backing the existing image up
instead of changing it?

No, we don't think so. But you are
totally right, we will be talking about
our beautiful landscapes, our lakes,
rivers and mountains. But actually, our
intention is - and this has been proven
very successful at the last World Expo
in Japan - to get the Chinese there
where they already know us! And from

this entry point we will take them and
provide them with additional information.
The exposition at the Pavilion will be
about what Switzerland is undertaking to
protect the beautiful nature and how we
are coping with the increasing amount of
traf c and garbage. You can see, behind
the entry point with beautiful landscape
we are talking about innovative solutions
which contr ibute to a susta inable
development of our cities and people.

You are focusing on "sustainability",
b u t a t t h e s a m e t i m e y o u a r e
undertaking huge efforts to build
up a temporary instal lat ion like
the Pavilion. This does not seem
sustainable at all and sounds almost
ironic.
I agree with you that the concept of an
Expo as such cannot be sustainable by
definition. Countries are constructing
buildings which will be there for only six
months. But the hopes of the organizers
and participants are that the Pavilions
from all over the world can give inputs
for sustainable development of our
cities. We for instance put our efforts in
a sustainable dismantling with a facade
which is partially biodegradable. We
attempt to recycle most parts of the
Pavilion.

What is the Pavilion going to offer to
the Swiss business community?
I am not exaggerating by saying that
we offer the business community a
historically unique platform and the
opportunity to use this platform for

different functions. We will provide the
Swiss business community with VIP
facilities, presentation and conference
facil i t ies including a lounge, and a
restaurant/bar. There will also be a
special room for the exchange with the
Chinese and international audience. And,
very important, we will offer tailor-made
visits to other pavilions for our partners
so they will bene t from an easy access
to other pavilions without having to queue
up everywhere.

Are you still looking for sponsors?
Yes we are. We have found Nestlé and
Holcim as the main sponsors of our
campaign with the elements "House
of Switzerland , "Swiss Pavilion" at
the Expo, and all events related to the
program. Now our next focus will be on
nding speci c partners for the pavilion.

Therefore, we will start another round
of selling by the end of March this year
where we aim to identify and find more
partners who provide us with any kind
of support and materials. Companies
like Kaba, Securitas or Sika Sarnafil
already proposed to offer their services
and support us. We are also looking for
pavilions sponsors that will be given the
right to use our facilities.

What will be the highlights for the
visitors?
One of the highlights will de nitely be the
ride on the chair lift. But also the pavilion
as such with its very daring and bold
shape will be a highlight when you see
the installation with its very interesting
facade with what looks like a curtain from
afar. Not to mention the big format movie!
The Expo 2010 in Shanghai will be the
biggest of all world expositions ever and
promises to attract the most visitors.

What are the next steps?
We are currently intensively working on
making the content of the exposition
more concrete. The architects are
working on the final drawings. The
target is to submit an execution project
to the Expo by summer this year. Once
approved, we will make a tender offer for
a general contractor who will build the
pavilion. The construction should start by
fall this year, but our top priority here in
Berne is concentrated on the successful
operation of the House of Switzerland at
the Olympic Games in Beijing.
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Salchli 2010

Presence Switzerland

2007 2011

(Art
Council) (Export
and Investment agencies)

(Location Switzerland)
Switzerland Tourism)

2010

2,400

2 3

2007

2006

(Heidi land)

100

6

VIP
/

(Ho l c im) (House o f
Switzerland)

3

Kaba
Securitas Sika Sarnafil

Manuel Salchli
Fabian Gull
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New Swiss bottled spring water to represent 
modern Switzerland around the world.

SWISSeau -- trendy life-style water

SWISSeau Water Analysis
SWISSeau Pure Alpine Spring Water is very light, with a low 
mineral content (total dissolved solids of 49mg/L) and a 
balanced pH value of 6.5. It is naturally pure and well suited 
for low-natrium and low-sodium diets. In fact, SWISSeau has 
been proven to be particularly well suited for the delicate 
bodies of babies and the elderly, but is very well suited for daily 
consumption by everyone.

Our Target Markets
We are positioning SWISSeau as an "ultra-premium" bottled 
water alternative to Evian. We are selling SWISSeau to these 
primary target markets:

1. Fine hotels, restaurants, bars & private health & sports clubs, 
spas, and selected high-end retail stores.

2. Primarily in fast growing emerging markets around the 
world: China, Japan, India, Middle East, Russia, and 
Singapore.

3. Once established, we will expand to other markets 
around the world including Western and Eastern European 
countries and Switzerland.

4. Our primary target audience is:
• Women, 25-60
• Upper middle class
• Hip, urban, trendy, sophisticated
• Health conscious
• Beauty conscious

S
wissness communicates quality and insti l ls trust. 
Wor ldwide, Swi tzer land enjoys a reputat ion of 
excellence and besides its well known exports such as 
banks, watches, cheese, and chocolate, Switzerland is 

also the source of many pure, pristine and natural products.
SWISSeau – Pure Alpine Spring Water aims to bring the natural 
beauty of Switzerland to a worldwide audience with a healthy 
natural product while communicating the high standing and 
excellent reputation of a modern Switzerland.

Today's "high-end" water market:
The total world-wide bottled water consumption in 2005 was 
171 billion liters and is expected to grow 35% over the next 5 
years. 25% was consumed in Asia, 25% in Europe, 17% in the 
US and 33% in the rest of the world. China is the 2nd largest 
consumer market for bottled water after the US and is among 
the fastest growing markets in the world. It is expected to 
become the largest market globally within the next 10 years. 
Even though there are thousands of water brands available, 
fine hotels, restaurants, bars and health & sports clubs are 
usually only offering one or two different "high-end" water 
brands. Consumers are served Evian when asked for non-
carbonated water and Perrier or San Pellegrino when asked 
for carbonated water. Average "end-user" prices for these 
waters range between US$3.50 and US$8.00 for a 0.25L or 
0.33L bottle. Some hotels and restaurants are starting to carry 
"water menus" where patrons can choose from different "high-
end" waters. There are currently no major "ultra-premium" Swiss 
bottled water brands available outside Switzerland.

Our Mantra: 100% Pure Swiss Alpine Spring Water:
SWISSeau is bottled at the source in Switzerland. The water is 
one of the - if not THE - best water in Switzerland and maybe 
even in Europe. It is pure and tastes great. The water has 
a low mineral content and neutral pH value which makes 
it extremely healthy and suitable even for babies and the 
elderly. The bottle and label were specially designed to be 
simple, modern and easy recognizable with its own Swiss 
identity to appeal to our target consumers: sophisticated 
women in their 20's to their 60's. The water is available in 0.33L, 
0.5L and 1.0 Liter PET bottles.
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Why we choose China as our first market to introduce 
SWISSeau?
According to Merill Lynch, China is now the worlds's third 
largest luxury market. Discriminating consumers love their luxury 
brands. BMW, Audi, Zegna, Cartier, Louis Vitton and Mont Blanc 
are iconic and big sellers. For example, there are over 30 5-star 
hotels in Shanghai alone with occupancy rates over 75-80% 
throughout the year. Furthermore, health and beauty conscious 
consumers are buying more and more wholesome products 
being aware of the content and the origin of its ingredients. 
For example, organic foods in China enjoy double digit growth 
rates and spas and health clubs see enormous increases in 
their memberships. 
SWISSeau's management believes, even though China is a 
challenging market to enter and to operate in, SWISSeau is the 
right product for the right market at the right time.
“China is the heartbeat of the world and its growing health 
and beauty conscious middle class represent a terrific growth 
opportunity that we don't want to miss. Chinese people are 
excited about new products and SWISSeau - Pure Alpine 
Spring Water from Switzerland doesn't need much explaining. 
Everyone here knows Switzerland and dreams to go to there 
at least once in their lives.” says Oliver Kay, CEO of SWISSeau.

About SWISSeau

SWISSeau was conceived two years ago by its founder 
when he was frustrated to get only "foreign" bottled water 
in restaurants and hotels while he was traveling abroad.
The result is SWISSeau – Pure Alpine Spring Water. Since 
August of last year SWISSeau is available as an exclusive 
ultra-premium bottled water brand to the finest hotels and 
restaurants, spas and health clubs in Asia and around the 
world.
SWISSeau was recently reviewed and featured on www.
FineWaters.com. A website dedicated to fine waters around 
the world.
For more information about SWISSeau, please visit our 
website: www.swisseau.com or contact us via:
Email: info@swisseau.com
Phone: +41 (0)44 500 4066
Fax: +41 (0)44 500 4069
Mail: SWISSeau AG   PO Box 152
8808 Pfäffikon SZ    Switzerland
If you are interested in carrying or distributing SWISSeau,  
please contact our sales department at: info@swisseau.com
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SwissCham Shanghai
CHINESE NEW YEAR GALA

&
"SWISS CEO/ENTREPRENEUR OF THE

YEAR 2007" AWARDS
Many thanks to our sponsors for this wonderful evening,

and special thanks to our title sponsor: Bank Sarasin Co. Ltd.

Title sponsor

Gold sponsors

Silver sponsors

Bronze sponsor

In-kind sponsors
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1 August 1, 2007 – New Representative
of the Embassy of Switzer land at

SwissCham Beijing Board of Directors

After four years at the Board of Directors
as representative of the Embassy of
Switzerland, Edgar Doerig completed
his appointment as the Head of the
Economic and Commercial Section. He
is now Regional Coordinator for the Far
East at the Political Division II of the
Federal Department of Foreign Affairs.
The Board of Directors of SwissCham
Beijing warmly welcomes Ms. Krystyna
Marty Lang to take over this position at
SwissCham.
Krystyna Marty Lang was born in 1966 in
Durban, South Africa. After her childhood
in East Africa and South East Asia, she
spent the following years in Switzerland
for schooling. She graduated from
Zurich University in Chinese Studies
and International Law in 1993. After a
short passage as an assistant to the
Directors of Daewoo Securities in Zurich,
Ms Marty Lang worked as a delegate of
the International Committee of the Red
Cross in Sri Lanka and Bosnia. In 1996
she joined the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
as a diplomatic trainee with assignments
at the Integration Office FDFA/FDEA
and at the Swiss Embassy in Delhi.
After her diplomatic training she started
as member of the Swiss Development
Cooperation and later on joined the UN-
Coordination Team in Berne. In July 2002
she was transferred to the Embassy of
Switzerland in Tashkent where she was
given the position of Deputy Head of
Mission overlooking Swiss relations with
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. In
August 2007 she has taken up her new
function as the Head of the Economic
and Commercial Section at the Embassy
of Switzerland in Beijing. Ms. Marty Lang
is married and has a son.

1 2007 8 1

(Edgar Doerig))

(Krystyna Marty Lang)

1966

1993
Daewoo

1996

FDFA/FDEA

2002 7

2007
8

2 November 1, 2007 – New Intern in
SwissCham Beijing

After his 6-month internship at the
Chamber as Events Off icer, Peter
Scholze was chosen to become Events
Manager. We believe that his excellent
work will assure the improvement of our
events' quality.
In add i t ion , SwissCham Bei j ing 's
Executive Team welcomes Ms. Ivana
Pinna as Online Marketing Manager.
During her internship, she will profit the
Chamber with her rich experience in IT
marketing; she will mainly be in charge of
improving the website.

2 2007 11 1

(Peter
Scholze)

(Ivana Pinna)
IT

3 November 26, 2007 – Release of the
2007-2008 SwissCham China Member-

ship Directory/Swiss Business Hub China
Directory

This publication, issued for the third year
in a row, has been entirely updated. You
will nd more than one thousand entries
including SwissCham China members
(including Hong Kong) along with other
Swiss-invested enterprises in China. The
directory is a valuable business tool to
our members and anyone doing Swiss-
related business in China.
SwissCham members: RMB300/CHF50
Non-members: RMB500/CHF80
The Directory is available in every
SwissCham office (Beijing, Guangzhou,
Hong Kong, Shanghai), and in SCCC
of ce in Zurich.

3 2007 11 26 2008-2007

300 /50
500 /80

Specials

Krystyna Marty Lang

Ivana Pinna
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Event Reviews

1 September 11 , 2007 – Speech on
Intellectual Property Rights

SwissCham Beijing and the Embassy
of Switzerland organized a speech on
Intellectual Property Rights at the Capital
Club. Dr. Felix Addor, Deputy Director
General of the Swiss Federal Institute
of Intellectual Property, elaborated on
pressing issues, discussed the role of
both the Swiss government and China
in the fight against counterfeiting and
piracy, and presented initiatives taken to
improve the enforcement of intellectual
property rights. The presentation was
followed by a standing buffet dinner,
where the attendees got the chance
to talk to representatives of the Swiss
delegat ion, who met with Chinese
of cials.

1 2007 9 11

Felix Addor

2 September 19, 2007 – Inter-Chamber
Networking

SwissCham Be i j i ng , the German
Chamber of Commerce and the Italian

Chamber of Commerce co-hosted the
Inter-Chamber Networking at Centro
Bar. This event brought 150 new and
existing members together. The German
Chamber and the Ital ian Chamber
of Commerce are two of the biggest
European Chambers of Commerce in
Beijing and the Networking had the aim
to increase the relationships between the
members of the three chambers.

2 2007 9 19

150

3 October 24, 2007 – Inter-Chamber
Networking

SwissCham, SingCham and MayCham
organized at CENTRO Bar, Kerry
Centre an Inter-Chamber Networking
with the aim to create an occasion for
the members and non-members of
the Chambers to meet each other, to
exchange contacts and to learn more
about the Chamber's services and
activities.

3 2007 10 24

4 November 1, 2007 – Across Borders
Networking

The European Chamber and the
Amer ican Chamber, supported by
SwissCham, organized a special "Across
Borders Networking" at the i-Ultra
Lounge at Block 8, which provided an
opportunity for members of the chambers
to network with companies from all over
the world.

4 2007 11 1
11 1

Block 8 i-Ultra
Lounge

5 November 17, 2007 – Swiss Ball 2007
– A Night with the Stars: "The 60th

Anniversary of the Film Festival Locarno"
3, 2, 1... and action! On Saturday 17
November 2007 at 6:30pm the red
carpet was rolled out to welcome the
stars at Kempinski Hotel Beijing. The
Swiss Ball 2007, this year celebrating
the 60th anniversary of Switzerland's
most important film festival, began with
photographers and camera men lining up
along the red carpet to take pictures and
do interviews with Swiss, Chinese and
other guests who became movie stars for
one night.
Chinese Actress Shi Ke and her husband
Christ ian Könitzer entertained the
audience all night long. Distinguished
guests such as H.E. Ambassador of
Switzerland Mr. Martinell i , his wife
and honorary patron of the ball, Mrs.
Martinelli, Chinese actress Siqin Gaowa,
Chinese lm director Ning Ying, together
with the president of SwissCham Beijing,
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Famous Chinese actresses Shi Ke and Siqin
Gaowa

Surrounding the Pardo

Shi Ke and her husband, Christian Könitzer,
MCs of the Ball

Famous lm director Ning Ying

Mr. John Liebeskind, and the Vice-
President of Swiss Society Beijing, Mr.
Beat Mueller, delighted the audience with
their presence and speeches.
The evening will be remembered for
its amazing program, featuring the
best scenes of the greatest movies
in the festival's history, giving guests
the opportunity to prove their movie
knowledge and to compete in a Pulp
Fiction dance contest. Our stars had
the chance to taste the true flavors
from Ticino, the Italian-speaking part of
Switzerland, typically characterized by its
North Italian savors, selected wines and
grappa, followed by the traditional Swiss
chocolate buffet.
Special thanks go to our sponsors
and partners, without whom this ball
would not have been the same. These
were in particular our Unique Platinum
Sponsor UBS, the world leading nancial
institution, our Gold Sponsor ABB and
our Silver Sponsors Schindler, SGS, and
Zurich Insurance. Other companies have
contributed to the success of the evening
such as our official chocolate sponsor
Lindt & Sprüngli, our wine provider ASC
Fine Wines, the exclusive coffee sponsor
Nespresso, and equipment provider
Haifuman. Over 200,000 RMB of prizes
have been given out thanks to many
partners including Beau Rivage Palace
Lausanne, Capital Club, Commune by
the Great Wall, De Agostini, Festival
del Film Locarno, Garden of Delights,
InterContinental, Kempinski Hotel,
Kerry Centre Hotel, Nestlé, Park Hotel
Weggis, Presence Switzerland, Principe
Leopoldo, Raffles Beijing Hotel, Swatch
Group, Swiss Gastro Bakery, Swiss
International Airlines, Swiss Road Hotel
and Swissôtel.
Browse the of cial website of the Swiss
Ball 2007 and nd many pictures of this
unforgettable evening: www.ssbj.org/ lm.

H.E. Ambassador Dante Martinelli (middle)
and his wife (right)

• ( ) ( )

H.E. Ambassador Martinelli and his wife,
President of SwissCham Bei j ing John
Liebeskind, Vice-president of the Swiss
Society Beijing Beat Mueller and his wife
walking on the red carpet

•
-
Bea t Mue l le r

5 2007 11 17 2007
60

3 2 1...

60 2007
2007 11 17 6

(Dante Martinelli)
(John Liebeskind)

(Beat Mueller)
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Pulp
Fiction ( )

----

2007

UBS ABB
Schindler SGS

Zurich Insurance( )
Lindt &

Sprüngli ASC Fine Wines
Nespresso(

) Haifuman

(Beau-Rivage
Palace, Lausanne)

(Capital Club) (Commune
by the Great Wall) De Agostini

(Fes t i va l
del Film Locarno) (Garden of
Delights) (InterContinental)

(Kempinski Hotel)
(Kerry Centre Hotel)

(Nestlé) Weggis (Park Hotel
Weggis) (Presence
Switzerland) Principe Leopoldo

(Raffles Beijing Hotel)
(Swatch Group)

(Swiss Gastro Bakery)
(Swiss International Airlines)

Swiss Road Hotel
(Swissôtel)

2007

www.ssbj.org/ lm

6 November 21, 2007 – Inter-Chamber
Networking

SwissCham Beijing, the China-Australia
Chamber of Commerce, the Canada
China Business Council and the Benelux
Chamber of Commerce in China hosted
over 170 guests at CENTRO Bar, Kerry
Centre Hotel.

6 2007 11 21

170

7 November 22, 2007 – Switzerland's
Presence in China - At the Olympics and

Beyond
The Embassy of Swi tzer land and
Presence Switzerland, with the support
of SwissCham Beijing organized an
information cocktail on Thursday, 22
November at the Swissôtel. Ambassador
Johannes Matyassy, CEO of Presence
Switzerland, and Manuel Salchli, Head
Major International Events at PRS
illustrated Switzerland's image promotion
activities 2007-2011 in China in general
and gave a glimpse at the appearance of
the "House of Switzerland" for the 2008
Olympics.

7 2007 11 22

11 22

• Johannes Matyassy
•

Manuel Salchli
2007 2011

2008

8 December 10, 2007 – 5th Annual National
Chambers Chairmen's Year End Dinner

Held on December 10, 2007, at the
Capital Club, "The 5th Annual National
Chambers of Commerce in China
Chairmen's Year-End Signature Dinner"
was a repeated and real success,
attended by al l key delegates and
representatives of 19 National Chambers
of Commerce established in China,
and 3 delegates of CCPIT. The event
was organized by SwissCham and
AmCham. More than 30 representatives
of chambers such as the EU, Japanese,
French, German, Italian and many more
enjoyed a convivial evening with fruitful
dialogues.

8 2007 12 10

2007 12 10
19 3

30

9 December 11, 2007 – International
Interns Evening

The Hutong School and Obiwan, with
the support of SwissCham, BenCham
and NANC (Netherlands Alumni Network
in China) organized an International
Interns Evening at Club Obiwan. The
social networking event provided an
opportunity for foreign interns, who would
like to extend their networks, to spend a
pleasant evening meeting other young
professionals from around the globe.
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Michaela Scarpatetti (SwissCham Beijing)
with Elsie Mullers and Angela Moser, Interns
at Credit Suisse

9 2007 12 11

NANC
Obiwan

Upcoming Events

February 28, 2008 – Regional Annual
General Assembly (RAGA) of Swiss-
Cham Beijing at Swissôtel Beijing

March 14, 2008 – National Annual General
Assembly (NAGA) of SwissCham China
in Shanghai

New Member

Corporate Members

Stephan LEMMENMEIER
Company: China Zuellig Xinxing Phar-
maceutical Co., Ltd.
Address: 8/F, East Ocean Center, 24A
Jianguomen Outer Avenue, Chaoyang
District, Beijing

24
8

Postcode/ 100004
Tel/ +86 10 6515 8800
Fax/ +86 10 6515 8822
Website/ www.zuelligpharma.com

Songsten GYALZUR
Company: Tibet Gadoen Hotel Ltd. Co.
Address: 5 Second Row, Third South
Section, Xianzu Dao, Lhasa, Autonomous
Region of Tibet

3 2
5
Postcode/ 850000
Tel/ +86 891 636 0277
Fax/ +86 891 636 0277
Website/ www.generalista.ch

Terence CHENG
Company: Nestlé Nespresso Beijing
Ltd.
Address: Tower 2, Room 1009, China
Cent ra l P lace, 79 J ianguo Road,
Chaoyang District, Beijing

79
2 10 09
Postcode/ 100025
Tel/ +86 10 5969 5066
Fax/ +86 10 5969 5065
Website/ www.nespresso.com

Amber GAO
Company: CH Cosmeceuticals GmbH
A d d r e s s : 2 9 F, B l o c k C , C e n t r a l
Internat ional Business Center, 6A
Jianguomen Outer Avenue, Chaoyang
District, Beijing

6
C 29

Postcode/ 100022
Tel/ +86 10 65639850
Fax/ +86 10 65639851
Website/ www.chcosmeceuticals.
ch

Linda LI
Company: Beijing Chinese Language
School
Address: 2103B, Building A, Chaowai
MEN Office Building, 26 Chaoyangmen
Outer Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing

26 MEN
A 2130B

Postcode/ 100020
Tel/ +86 10 8565 3718
Fax/ +86 10 8565 3719
Website/ www.bjchineseschool.
com

Associate Members

Klaus ZIEGLER
O r g a n i z a t i o n : E u r o p e a n U n i o n
- D e l e g a t i o n o f t h e E u r o p e a n
Commission
Address: 15 Dongzhimen Outer Avenue,
Sanlitun, Chaoyang District, Beijing

15
Postcode/ 100600
Tel/ +86 10 8454 8166
Fax/ +86 10 8440 8320
Website/ www.delchn.ec.europa.
eu
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Qing CHANG
Organization: Student at the Capital
University of Economics and Business
Address: 121 Huaxiang Zhangjialukou,
Fengtai District, Beijing

121
04

Postcode/ 100070
Tel/ +86 10 5142 0089
Website/ www.cueb.edu.cn

Individual Member

Dan LI
Address: 7/F, Building A, Jingmeng
Gaoke, 5 Shangdi East Road, Haidian
District, Beijing

5
A 7

Postcode/ 100085
Tel/ +86 10 8289 9169
Fax/ +86 10 8289 9160

Useful Contacts

China Central Government

China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade (CCPIT)

Tel/ : +86 10 8807 5000
www.ccpit.org

General Administration of Customs
(China Customs)

Tel/ : +86 10 6519 4114
www.customs.gov.cn

Ministry of Finance (MOF)

Tel/ : +86 10 6855 1114
www.mof.gov.cn

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)

Tel/ : +86 10 6596 1114
www.fmprc.gov.cn

Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM)

Tel/ : +86 10 6519 8114
www.mofcom.gov.cn

Ministry of Information Industry (MII)

Tel/ : +86 10 6601 4249
www.mii.gov.cn

National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC)

Tel/ : +86 10 6850 2114
www.sdpc.gov.cn

State Administration of Foreign Exchange
(SAFE)

Tel/ : +86 10 6840 2255
www.safe.gov.cn

State Administration for Industry and
Commerce (SAIC)

Tel/ : +86 10 6803 2233
www.saic.gov.cn

State Environmental Protection
Administration (SEPA)

Tel/ : +86 10 6615 1780
www.zhb.gov.cn

State Intellectual Property Of ce (SIPO)

Tel/ : +86 10 6208 3334
www.sipo.gov.cn

WTO-Related Of ces and Agencies

China WTO/TBT-SPS Noti cation and
Enquiry of China

WTO/TBT-SPS
Tel/ : +86 10 8226 0618-20
www.tbt-sps.gov.cn

Department of WTO Affairs, MOFCOM

Tel/ : +86 10 6519 7313/29
sms.mofcom.gov.cn

Bureau of Fair Trade for Imports and
Exports, MOFCOM

Tel/ : +86 10 6519 8167
gpj.mofcom.gov.cn

Foreign Invested Enterprises Registration
Bureau, SAIC

Tel/ : +86 10 6805 0294
wzj.saic.gov.cn

Swiss Government

Embassy of Switzerland

Sanlitun, Dongwujie 3
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100600

3
100600

Opening hours of the Embassy/
Consulate

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 12 am
9 12

Tel/ : +86 10 8532 8888
Fax/ : +86 10 6532 4353
Email/ : vertretung@bei.rep.admin.ch
Website/ : www.eda.admin.ch/beijing

Opening hours of the visa section

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 11 am
9 11

Tel/ : +86 10 8532 8755
Fax/ : +86 10 6532 6210

If you have any comment about this section,
please contact Batiste Pilet: (batiste.pilet@bei.
swisscham.org)

batiste.pilet@bei.swisscham.org
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1 On Friday 25 January, 2008, SwissCham
Shanghai held its event of the year - the

Swiss Chinese New Year Gala.
This magnificent evening was coupled
with another major event: the "Swiss
CEO / Entrepreneur of the Year 2007
Awards" ceremony. The winner of the
award, Mr. Walter T. Eglin, who obtained
a watch sponsored by Chopard, and the
other 250 guests spend a glamorous and
entertaining evening, feasting on fine
cuisine, while being amused by different
activities such as a various dances, a
drum show, acrobats, and a lucky draw
with fantastic prices. The evening lasted
long into the night at the Swiss lounge
on the top oor of the JW Marriott hotel,
where young businessman/woman
admired the view of Shanghai by night,
while dreaming of one day receiving this
awards themselves.
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THE SWISS CHINESE NEW YEAR GALA
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2 November 13, 2007 - Presentation of the
Swiss Team to Expo 2010

The General Consulate of Switzerland
in Shanghai invited in collaboration with
SwissCham Shanghai on November
11 2007 a highly profiled delegation
to present the concept of the Expo
2010 with a special focus on the Swiss
contribution. Beside Prof. Siegfried
Zhiqiang Wu, China's Chief Planner of
Expo 2010, who presented the planed
Expo area development, Mr. Manuel
Salchli, Deputy Commissioner General of
Switzerland to Expo 2010, exposed the
concept and activities of the Swiss Expo

team. Last but not least Mr. Andreas
Bruendler, Architect, introduced the
audience into the design and concept
of the Swiss pavilion. A lot of questions
(I.e.: Does the pavilion maintain the heat
during the Shanghai summer? How
many guests are expected?) were posed
after the outstanding presentations.

(Left to Right) Mr. Christian Guertler, Prof.
Sigfried Zhiqiang Wu, China's Chief Planner
of Expo 2010 and Mr. William Frei, Consul
General

On the right. Mr. Andreas Bruendler (Bucher &
Bruendler Architects)

(Right to Left) Mr. Daniel Heusser (Virtuarch)
with other participants Stefan Traber (Sarna l)

3 November 29, 2007 - Fraud Risk Mana-
gement Seminar

Members where invited to attend the
seminar on Fraud Risk Management
organized by SwissCham Shanghai.
The audience could benefit from the
experience of two prominent speakers:
Peter Humphrey, Managing Director,
Ch inaWhys Co. L td . and Nathan
Kaiser, Par tner, Wenfe i Law. The

speakers covered important aspects
like the risks facing China business
operat ions associated wi th f raud,
dealing with unethical practices and
corrupt employees or the identification
of key vulnerabilities and threats with
present cases of what went wrong for
leading multinationals in supply chain,
manufacturing and distribution frauds.
The participants followed interesting
speeches and had plenty of questions
afterwards.

Interested audience at the Four Seasons
Hotel

Peter Humphrey, (ChinaWhys) and Nathan
Kaiser, (Wenfai Law)

4 December 7, 2007 - Breakfast Event
about China's future Labor Market

On the 7th of December members of
SwissCham and the German Chamber
where invited to an exclusive breakfast
conference at the Grand Hyatt about
China's future labor market and the
impact of the new labor laws. At the
same time the "Adecco Institute White
Paper" was launched which is the first-
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ever joint European-Chinese research
study on the Chinese labor market. The
speeches were hold by Dr. Wolfgang
Clement, Chairman of the Adecco
Institute and Former Federal Minister
of Economics & Labour of Germany,
Prof. Alan Christopher Neal, University
of Warwick and Prof. Li Wuwei, Director
of the Nat ional Economy Inst i tute
of the Shanghai Academy of Social
Sciences. The labor reforms grant the
individual worker more employment
protection rights enforceable by law and
means more legal certainty for foreign
employers. Participants had several
questions about the scope and long-term
impact of the labor reforms as well as the
major upcoming personnel challenges
facing China.

At the Grand Hyatt - breakfast and information

Dr. Wolfgang Clement Adecco and Former
Federal Minister of Economics and Labour of
Germany and Prof. Alan Christopher (University
of Warwick)

Prof. Alan Christopher(University of Warwick)
and Mr. Stephan Titze (Syngenta) and Ms Liv
Minder (SwissCham)

Prof. Li Wuwei (Shanghai Research Center for
Creation)

5 December 13, 2007 - 6th CFO Round-
table Hedging Foreign Currency

The 6th SwissCham CFO Roundtable
took place on Thursday, December 13,
2007, at Skyway Landis Hotel and was
led by Mr. Helmut von Siedmogrodzki,
Executive Vice President & CFO of
S iemens Bu i l d i ng Techno log ies .
Unlike previous roundtables, there
was a presentation on "Currency and
Commodity Hedging in China under
the current and foreseeable Bank
regulat ions" given by Mr. Andreas
Odrian, Senior Relationship Management
of Deutsche Bank. Furthermore the topic
"Hedging and update on the most recent
capital market regulations: What option
does a company in China have to hedge
its foreign currency exposure?" was
discussed in an informal and relaxed way
among the participants who brought in
their own experiences and points of view.
CFO roundtables are highly appreciated
by finance professionals. The next
roundtable will be held in late February.

Mr. Urs Zimmermann (Panalpina) and Mr.
Andreas Odrian (Deutsche Bank)

Mr. Urs Zimmermann (Panalpina) Max
Braendli (Braendli Consulting) and Mr. Oliver
Kay (Swisseau)

The SwissCham Shanghai Membership
Card 2008 is sponsored by Swiss Inter-
national Airlines, KABA and Geberit and
offers following bene ts:

AIRLINES
- Swiss International Airlines: For LX 189

ights; 10kg free excess luggage weight
and access to VIP-lounge.

HEALTH & SPORTS
- Body & Soul Medical Clinics: Free

acupuncture treatment.
- Parkway Health: Discount on health

check up and free membership.
- GPA Dentistry: Free consultation fee

and great discounts.
- Doctor Zhou's Dental Clinic: Free

services and discounts.
- Shanghai Golf Club: Discounts and

preferential treatments.

HOTELS
- Sofitel Jin Jiang Oriental: Food and
beverage discounts.
- CS Land & Resort: Great discounts.

LANGUAGE SCHOOL
- Modern Mandarin: Great discounts.

RESTAURANTS
- Lan Kwai Fong: Great discounts.
- Laris: VIP treatments.
- Whampoa club: VIP treatment.

SHOPS
- Annabel Lee: Great discounts.
- Anthony Chao: Special prices.
- Dave's Tailor: Great discounts.
- Fioroi: Great discounts.
- Jura: Gifts and discounts.
- Yaling: Great discounts.

SPA's
- Apsara Spa: Great discounts.
- Thai Privilege Spa: Great discounts.

Please find further information under 
www.swisscham/sha/ .  The l ist  of 

upcoming Bridge. 

Specials
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The Bridge is no longer
for free for non-members!
Subscribe now!
Dear Readers,
This is the last issue of The Bridge SwissCham non-members get for
free. The Bridge with its wide range of high quality contents continues
to be provided for free, exclusively to members of SwissCham China.
Interested non-members in China, Switzerland or anywhere else can
subscribe to it and become a "Bridge Associate Member". Become
a Bridge Associate Member to make sure you get the upcoming
issues delivered to your of ce or home!

Pricing:
In Mainland China ("Bridge Associate Membership"):
Get four issues for RMB 360
In Hong Kong: Get four issues for HKD 350
In Switzerland: Get four issues for CHF 60

For subscription details, please contact SwissCham Shanghai at +86 21 6149 8207 or send an 
email to thebridge@sha.swisscham.org 

Issue 14 Winter Edition 2008
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Events Review

1 October 8, 2007 - Monthly Luncheon with
the Swiss Association of Hong Kong

This joint luncheon was held on October
8, 2007 at the Hong Kong Club. Mr. Hans
Genberg, Executive Director Research at
HKMA, presented "Hong Kong's Role as
a Financial Centre". Participants enjoyed
the delicious lunch and interesting pre-
sentation.

Mr. Hans Genberg made the presentation

Members enjoyed the networking opportunity

Members enjoyed the luncheon

(Right to Left) Question and Answer Section -
Mr. Hans Kunz, President of Swiss Chamber
Hong Kong, and Mr. Hans Genberg

Mr. Hans Kunz made the closing remarks

2 October 17, 2007 – Joint Business
Community Luncheon with HKSAR Chief

Executive
Members were invited to the joint busi-
ness community luncheon with the
HKSAR Chief Executive, Mr. Donald
Tsang on October 17, 2007 at Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre.
Mr. Tsang gave further elaboration on
his policy address for the new term of
the HKSAR Government, which was
inaugurated on 1 July 2007. It would be a
road map of the policy issues that would
affect the business environment and
the long-term economic development
of Hong Kong. About 1000 participants
from various sectors of the business
community attended the event.

Mr. Donald Tsang delivered the speech

Mr. Serge G Fafalen, Vice President of Swiss
Chamber Hong Kong

Members enjoyed the luncheon and speech

3 October 21-24, 2007 Mission to 2007
China (Shaoxing) International Textile

Expo
Members were invited to join the Mission
to 2007 China (Shaoxing) International
Textile Expo on 21-24 October 2007
sponsored by the Ministry of Commerce
of the PR China. This was a global trade
show of the textile industry with a lot of
exhibition stands, visitors and overseas
buyers.

Representat ives from Swiss Chamber,
Singapore Chamber and New Zealand
Chamber Hong Kong

(Left to Right) Ms. Irene Lo, Secretary General
of Swiss Chamber Hong Kong and Mr. Andrew
Kwok, Executive Director of Singapore
Chamber Hong Kong

4 October 31, 2007 Effective Performance
Appraisal. How to give feedback to your

team and encourage people in performance
appraisal.
In time with performance appraisal of
employees at the end of the year, Ms.
Susanne Sahli, Managing Director of
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True Colours Ltd., and Mr. Benny Wong,
Senior Master Coach of perSens Asia
Paci c Ltd., held another useful seminar
on how to give such feedbacks most
effectively. The interactive presentation
as well as a broad Q&A session were
very well received by a professional
audience.

Ms. Susanne Sahli opens the seminar

(Right to Left) Speakers Ms. Susanne Sahli
and Mr. Benny Wong

5 November 5, 2007 - Monthly Luncheon
with the Swiss Association of Hong

Kong
Th is jo in t l uncheon was he ld on
November 5, 2007 at the Hong Kong
Club. Ms. Christel Wilk, Founder of the
Tian Yan Nei Gong Centre in Hong Kong,
presented "Tian Yan Nei Gong – The
Art of Balancing Your Life". The guests
enjoyed the delicious lunch, presentation
and the exercise of Tian Yan Nei Gong

Ms. Christel Wilk, the Speaker

\

Members enjoyed the presentation and
luncheon

(Left to Right) Mr. Paul Aenishaenslin, Ms.
Irene Lo and Mr. Fredy Mueller

Ms. Christel Wilk presented Tian Yan Nei
Gong

Question and Answer Section - (Right to Left)
Mr. Hans Kunz, President of Swiss Chamber
Hong Kong and Ms. Christel Wilk

6 November 6, 2007 - 35th International
Chamber Young Professional Cocktail

This International Chamber Young
Professional Cocktail was co-hosted
by Swiss Chamber Hong Kong. It took
place on November 6, 2007 at 6:00

pm at Dragon-I. This event created a
networking opportunity for members
of the 27 International Chambers to
connect in an informal cocktail setting,
while supporting a worthwhile cause.
Net proceeds would go to InterCham
Scholarship Fund. There were over 400
participants attended. Participants would
have a chance to win attractive lucky
draw and other premium prizes.

7 November 20, 2007 - Joint Chamber
Luncheon with Mr Chris Devonshire Ellis

This joint Chamber luncheon was held
on November 20, 2007 at the Renai-
ssance Harbour View Hotel. Mr. Chris
Devonshire Ellis, Senior Partner of
Dezan Shira & Associates, presented
"The Elephant versus The Dragon - a
comparison of China and India and the
implications for Hong Kong businesses".
Members enjoyed very much the lun-
cheon and presentation.

(Left to Right) Jean-Paul Cuvelier, Chairman
of Belgium-Luxembourg Chamber Hong Kong,
Mr. Chris Devonshire Ellis, the Speaker and
Mr. Serge G Fafalen, Vice President of Swiss
Chamber Hong Kong

Members enjoyed the luncheon

Mr. Chris Devonshire Ellis made the pre-
sentation
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8 December 3, 2007 – Christmas Luncheon
with the Swiss Association of Hong

Kong
This Christmas joint luncheon was held
on December 5, 2007 at the Hong Kong
Club. Mr. Gerard Dubois, President of
La Rose Noire, presented "La Rose
Noire Extends Its Passion to China".
The guests enjoyed the delicious lunch,
presentation and "Christmas Goodies"
special take-away for all participants.
Fabulous prices with raf e tickets and a
"Gingerbread House" in an auction for
charity of "Litte Sisters of the Poor - St
Mary's Home for the Aged"

(Left and Right) Mrs. Janita Dubois and Mr.
Gerard Dubois

Mr. Gerard Dubois made the presentation

Members enjoyed the luncheon and pre-
sentation

Lucky Draw Section: (Left to Right) Mr. Silvan
Colani of LGT and Mrs Anne-Marie Mueller

(Left to Right) Mrs Anne-Marie Mueller, Mrs
Raber, Sister and Mr Johann Mueller

9 December 4, 2007 - Joint Chamber Lun-
cheon with Mr. Paulo Azevedo

This joint Chamber luncheon was held on
December 4, 2007 at the Renaissance
Harbour View Hotel. Mr. Paulo Azevedo,
Executive Director and Editor of Macau
Business presented "Macau Business:
The Real Story". Members enjoyed very
much the luncheon and presentation.

Mr. Nathan Kaiser, Individual Member of Swiss
Chamber Hong Kong

Mr. Paulo Azevedo made the presentation

Members enjoyed the luncheon and pre-
sentation

10December 6, 2007 - Mission to Dachan
Bay Container Terminal and South-

China International Logistics Centre, PR
China
Members were invi ted to jo in this
international chamber mission to Dachan
Bay Container Terminal and South-
China International Logistics Centre, PR
China on December 6, 2007. Participants
enjoyed the networking luncheon and
presentations.

Participants visited Dachan Bay Terminal

S e n i o r M a n a g e m e n t o f D a c h a n B a y
Modern Port Development Co Ltd made the
presentation
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Participants enjoyed the presentation by
Dachan Bay Modern Port Development Co Ltd

Participants enjoyed the networking luncheon

Participants visited Shenzhen South-China
International Logistics Co Ltd

Participants enjoyed the presentation by
Shenzhen South-China International Logistics
Co Ltd

11December 11,2007 - InterCham Breakfast
Meeting with Dr. Bill Barron

This joint chamber breakfast meeting
was held on December 11, 2007at the
Renaissance Harbour View Hotel. Dr. Bill
Barron of Institute for the Environment
of the Hong Kong University of Science

and Technology presented "Sustainable
Development: Has it lost its meaning".
Participants enjoyed the breakfast and
presentations.

Ms. Irene Lo, Secretary General of Swiss
Chamber Hong Kong

Mr. Christoph Ringger of Lombard Odier
Darier Hentsch (Asia) Ltd

The Speaker, Dr. Bill Barron (middle) and
participants

Participants enjoyed the breakfast and pre-
sentation

Upcoming Events

Joint Monthly Luncheon with the Swiss
Association is held on first Monday of
each month except July and August.
Joint chamber events will be held from
time to time (details to be con rmed).

For information, please visit our website:
www.swisschamhk.org or contact Ms.
Irene Lo at tel no. (852) 2524 0590,
fax no. 2522 6956; email: admin@
swisschamhk.org

New Member

Corporate Members

Mr. Rocco Sgobbo
Company: AIG Private Bank Ltd. Hong
Kong Branch

Address: 16/F, AIG Tower, 1 Connaught
Road, Central, Hong Kong

: 1 ,
16

Tel/ : +852 2832 1390
Fax/ : +852 2234 0935
Email/ : enquiry.aigpb@aig.com
Website/ : www.aigprivatebank.com

Mr. Patrick Mathys
Company: Blaser Swisslube Asia
Limited

Address: 10A Seapower Ind. Centre, 117
Hoi Bun Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon,
Hong Kong

: 177
A

Tel/ : +852 2653 2199
Fax/ : +852 2653 2133
Email/ : p.maths@blaser.com
Website/ : www.blaser.com

Mr. Antoine Candiotti
Company: Credit Agricole (Suisse) SA
Address: 29/F, Two Paci c Place, 88
Queensway, Central, Hong Kong
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Tel/ : +852 3763 6888
Fax/ : +852 3763 6868
Email/ : antoine.candiotti@ca-suisse.
hk
Website/ : www.ca-suisse.com

Mr. Henry Lee
Company: Hendale Advisors
Address: 30th Floor, Entertainment
Building, 30 Queen's Road Central, Hong
Kong

: 30 30
Tel/ : +852 2840 0776
Fax/ : +852 2524 6936
Email/ : hendale_ventures@yahoo.
com

Mr. Florian von Ortenberg
Company: Roedl & Partner Ltd
Address: Unit E, 29/F, Admiralty Centre
Tower 1, 18 Harcourt Road, Admiralty,
Hong Kong

: 18 1 29
E

Tel/ : +852 3101 3000
Fax/ : +852 3101 0381
Email/ : orian.vonortenberg@roedl.
com.hk
Website/ : www.roedl.de

Individual Member 

Mr. Nathan Kaiser
Tel/ : +86 139 1040 4714
Fax/ : +86 21 5170 2371
Email/ : nathan.kaiser@wenfei.com
Website/ : www.wenfei.com

Mr. Philippe Jaccard
Tel/ : +852 2868 7709
Fax/ : +852 2868 7740
Email/ : philippe.jaccard@citi.com

Young Professional Member 

Mr. Reto Bleiker
Tel/ : +852 9819 0305
Email/ : reto.bleiker@ubs.com

Ms. Sylvie Golay
Tel/ : +852 3407 8274
Email/ : sylviegolay@bluewin.ch

Mr. Max Igor Mueller
Tel/ : +852 2330 2722
Email/ : mim@comcoholding.com
Mr. Michael Schweizer
Tel/ : +852 2522 7661
Email/ : michael.schweizer@eda.
admin.ch

Mr. Philippe M. Spielhofer
Tel/ : +852 6907 6915
Email/ : philippe.spielhofer@credit-
suisse.com

Ms. Caroline Thomas
Tel/ : +852 9509 4415
Email/ : caroline.thomas@clyde.com.
hk

Ms. Deliana Totkova
Tel/ : +852 2848 3387
Email/ : deliana.totkova@gmail.com

Mr Ralph Welpe
Tel/ : +852 6277 7122
Email/ : ralph.welpe@db.com

Mr. Fabian A Zeier
Tel/ : +852 2832 5475
Email/ : fabian.zeier@aig.com
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